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Day 1 - 5th Grade NTI Assignment

Nome:

Questions or concerns please contact your homeroom teacher between the following hours:
9:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

Ms, Cowles megan.cowles@fayette.kyschools.us 859-474-0391

Ms. Dalton brooke.dalton@fayette.kyschool.us 304-228-1765

Ms. Pattisson jennifer.pattisson@fayette.kyschools.us 859 - 552 - 4645

□

□

□

□

□

Choose one ossignment (Option A or B) for Reoding, Moth, Writing, Sociol
Studies ond AHPLs.
You must hove o totol of 90 minutes doily consisting of

□ 20 minutes Reoding, Moth, Writing, Science/Sociol Studies
□ 30 minutes AHPLs

Circle the option you select eoch day
Porent signoture required ot the bottom once oil the worK hos oeen compieteo
Online users will only return this signed cover poge
Pocket workers need to return completed work with the signed cover poge

Reading Math Writing Social Studies AHPL

STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD
RI5i2: Analyze how the
central ideas are reflected in
a text, and cite relevant
implicit and explicit evidence
tuaUpfjult ihiiikiny

5.NBT.B J: Add, subtract,
multiply, and divide
decimals/fractions to
hundredths, using concrete
iTioJeis oi Jtuwings Oi lU
strategies based on place
value, properties of
opercillons, und /or the
relationship between
addition and subtraction

5.W.1-3: Write opinion pieces,
informative pieces, or
narratives on topics or texts,
supporting o point of view
wiiil leUSOiiS Oi)u ithUiliiOliOii

SS-5-G-U-1 Students will
understand that the use of
geographic tools and mental
mops help interpret
iiiforitioiioi'i, underatoriu ond
analyze patterns, spatial
data, and geographic issues

Various standards per AHPL

Gotion A: Option A: Ootion A: Option A: Option A:
Read end answer
questions on the
passage "Hard
Minerals"

Complete 'Comparing
Decimals' worksheet

Complete 'Forming
Friendships' writing
prompt. Your writing
needs to be in o letter
formot

Complete
"Pnrfs o Mop" front
ond bock

Choose 1 octivity on
the Specioi Areo Chort
to complete. When
completed, cross cut
thot block ond hove
your porent sign it.

Option B: Option B: Option B: Option B: Option B:
Complete 30 minutes
on "Imagine Learning"
for reading

Complete 30 minutes
on "NTI Successmoker"
moth

Type writing response in
0 Google Doc ond
shore it with your
teocher. Lobel writing:
Nome - NTI Doy 1

Wotch video "Industriol
Revolution" on
Broinpop ond
complete grophic
orgonizer

For P.E., refer to the
bock of the Speciol
Areo Chort for further
instructions.

Please sign on the line below when your child has completed the work 'or
today.

Parent Guardian Signature
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ReadWbrks' Hard Minerals

Hard Minerals

Visitors can pocket a billion years of history at a
diamond-strewn park.

In February 2007, at the Crater of Diamonds State Park in Arkansas, Jim Gatiiff made a gem

of a find. He discovered a 2.67-carat yellow diamond-a rare stone that is a bit bigger than a

large pea. And he was allowed to keep it!

Gem hunters uncovered more than 480 diamonds at Crater of Diamonds in 2006. Most were

small, about the size of a match head. But some, like GatlifTs discovery, were bigger - and

more valuable.

Gems, such as diamonds, rubies, and emeralds, are all types of crystals. They vary In color

because they are formed from different materials. Diamonds are made from the element

carbon. Carbon is also found in graphite, the material used in pencil leads. The graphite In
your pencil is pretty soft. Diamonds aren't. In fact, diamond is the hardest mineral on Earth.

Minerals are the solid materials that make up rocks.

Science Spin

The hardness scale.

Diamonds are born hundreds of miles below Earth's surface, or crust. Beneath the crust is a

hot, partially oozing layer called the mantle. Inside the mantle, the pressure is enormous and
temperatures can reach as high as 4,000 degrees Fahrenheit. That heat and pressure can
transform carbon Into diamonds.

How did diamonds end up in Arkansas and other places around the world? "It takes a special

type of volcanic activity to bring diamonds to the surface." says Rachel Engebrecht, a

spokesperson for Crater of Diamonds. Liquid rock called magma erupted from the mantle

through tubes called volcanic pipes. That magma carried diamonds to the surface.

The gems at Crater of Diamonds probably formed billions of years ago. "We think the

diamonds got pushed up to the surface around 100 million years aqo, durina the aae of
ReadWorks.org
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ReadHHaiks' Hard Minerals

dinosaurs," Engebrecht says.

All diamonds people find in the ground are old, but some diamonds may not come from
underground at all. Black diamonds are a rare kind of diamond with mysterious origins. Some
scientists think the black gems were created inside supernovas (exploding stars) and
traveled to Earth from space!

Measuring Minerals

The hardness of minerals is measured on the Mohs scale. Diamond is the hardest. Talc, a

white mineral found in baby powder, is at the softest end of the scale.

ReadWorks.org
Copyright © 2009 Weekly Reader Corporation. All rights reserved. Used by permission. Weekly Reader Is a registered trademark of Weekly Reader Coiporation.



NT 3- I
Hard Minerals - Comprehension Questions

Name: Date:

1. According to the passage, why do gems vary In color?

A. The sun changes the gems' colors.

B. They are dyed different coiors.

C. They are formed from different materials.

D. Heat changes the color of the gems.

2. According to the description in the passage, what is the highest temperature the

mantle can reach?

A. 2,006 degrees Fahrenheit

B. 480 degrees Fahrenheit

C. 4,000 degrees Celsius

D. 4,000 degrees Fahrenheit

3. Based on the passage, which of the following most likely makes a gem valuable?

A. how hard the gem is

B. what color the gem is

C. how rare the gem is

D. how much carbon is In the gem

4. Read the following sentence and answer the question below:

"Black diamonds are a rare kind of diamond with mysterious origins."

As used in the sentence, rare describes

A. where to find diamonds

B. how to determine the value of a diamond

C. something that Is uncommon

D. something that can be found everywhere

ReadWorks.org • © 2019 ReadWcrks®, Inc. Ail rights reserved.



ReadlMinks' Hard Minerals - Comprehension Questions

5. The central idea of the passage is

A. where to find diamonds

B. how to determine the value of a diamond

C. how diamonds are formed

D. how pencils are made

6. What transforms carbon into diamonds?

7. Do you think graphite is more common than diamonds? Please explain your answer.

8. The question below is an incomplete sentence. Choose the word that best completes

the sentence.

graphite and diamonds are both made from carbon, graphite is much

softer than diamonds.

A. So

B. Although

C. Because

D. Then

ReadWorKs.org ■ ® 2019 Roadworks®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Comparing Decimals Name:.

Write the symbol <, =, or > in each comparison statement.

0.002

0.084 5.130

3.099 D 0.159 1.590 11 8.269 8.268

4.60 4.060 302.026 300.226 m 0.237 0.223

3.033 3.303 EQ 9.074 fS 6.129

567.45 564.75 0 78.967 78.957 0 5.346

0 12.112 12.121 B 26.2 26.200 B 100.32 100.232

B What strategies did you use to so!ve the problems? Explain.

© 2020 Curriculum Associates, LLC. All rights reserved.



M

'A friend is one of the nicest things you can have, and
one of the "best things you can he." " Douglas Pa.gels

The Prompt.
Recently, a new student joined your class. Vou tiave noticed
ttiot t)e/stie Is iTavlng a hard time making new friends. Write a
letter to this imaginary classmate giving her/him advice on how
to make friends in this new school and why friends are
important.

Situ^itbn:
Purpose:
Audience: ■

Mode:

Guidelines:
Content cind Orgciniz(jtbn:
□ Introduce your topic clecirly.
□ Provide supporting detdl for your topic.
□ Provide a personal experience or connection to support topic.
□ Provide a concluding statement related to the topic.
□ Link details using transitbn words and phrases.
□ Organiz.e your writing so that related ideas are grouped into paragraphs.
Editing and Word Choice:
□ Use correct capitalrziation, punctuatbn/ and spelling.

Use resources to check correct spelling of words.
Use punctuatbn to help convey your ideas^ feelingS; etc.
Choose words and phrases that help your audience clearly understand
your ideas.

NARRATIVE

'OTambro Oanley of Lilerocy LoveTc^pony ?5l4^ll rights reserved Single clossrooni use only
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Parts of a Map
]' \ Use -VU Vkp m. Wt dC

1. Name the four parts that are shown on the map.

WEEK 1

2. What does the title tell you about the map? ̂

1. Which directions are included Qh the compass rose?

2. In which direction is Maine from Texas? In which direction is Texas from
Maine?

1. What kinds of things are shown on the legend?

2. What is the symbol for an international border? Which countries border
the United States?

Doily Geography Praclice • EMC :^714 • © Evan-Moor Corp. '



'^n'zonc

Parts of a Map

Montano

Wyoming

Colorado

New Mexico

r^^iT \ WinnesotoDakota

South
Dakota

'  j
-n^i^^^State^ PoliticQl Map

■  N^w Hampshire j.Hampshire J

MicRigiP-

Verm^YX

hsconsiny

Nebraska

Illinois I o

Kansas Missouri yCentuckV

Tennessee

\ 1 ̂ X'^ossachusetts

•''''''''''''''N^ls^X Rhode Island
-WonioCr^ Connecticut

\ P®"^ ̂ Jersey
' A—\/^^^U^-Deloware

^^^fe^Maryiond

"y"^]
Caroli'^°3

Oklahoma

Texas

Arkaijsosi

Louisiana!

Alobxitnnj fieorgio

Hawaii Q  national capita!



3/17/2Q20 BrainPOP

Brain
PQP' Industrial Revolution Graphic Organizer

Chart

For each category, list some advances made during the Industrial Revolution.

Ontme 6oaa* S.+wdrc"5
Nfi ;

Date; _

'Name:

Class: -

Production Power

Transportation Communication

0199»-2020 BrainPOP. All rights rMwvwd.
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Day 2 - 5th Grade NTI Assignment

Nome:

Questions or concerns please contact your homeroom teacher between the following hours:
9:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

Ms. Cowles megan.cowles@fayette.kyschools.us 859 - 474 - 0391

Ms. Dalton brooke,dalton@fayette.kyschool.us 304-228-1765

Ms. Pattisson jennifer.pattisson@fayette.kyschools.us 859 - 552 - 4645

□ Choose one ossignment (Option A or B) for Reoding, Moth, Writing, Sociol
Studies ond AHPLs.

□ You must hove o totol of 90 minutes doily consisting of
□ 20 minutes Reoding, Moth, Writing, Science/Sociol Studies
□ 30 minutes AHPLs

□ Circle the option you select eoch doy
□ PorenT signoture required or the bonom once oil the work hos been completed
□ Online users will only retum this signed cover poge
□ Pocket workers need to return completed work with the signed cover poge

Reoding Moth Writing Social Studies AHPL

STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD
RI5.1: Quote accurately from
a text when explaining what
the text says explicitly and
when drawing inferences
Troni 1! le iexi

5.NBT.B.7: Add, subtract,
multiply, and divide
decimals/fractions to
hundredths. using concrete
rnudeis ot uiawit'iy» oi lo
strategies based on place
value, properties of
uptsrotions, ond /oi the
relationship between
addition and subtraction

5.W.1-3: Write opinion pieces,
informative pieces, or
norrotives on topics or texts,
supporting a point of view
Witi'i leuaOi'iS or id iMrOiiriOiiOii

5.G.HI.1: Describe the
traditions that diverse cultural
groups brought with them
when they moved to and
witi'itii iiie Ui tiled Siuies

Various standards per AHPL

Gotion A: Option A: Option A: Option A: Option A:
Read end answer
questions on the
passage "Paradise
Lost"

Complete 'Line Them
Up' worksheet

Complete 'What
Makes Me Unique'
writing prompt. Your
writing needs to be in a
narrative format that is
3-5 paragraphs long.

Complete
"Chopter 12: industry
and Immigrants,
1870 -1910" front and
back (pgs. 88-89)

Choose 1 activity on
the Speciol Area Chart
to complete. When
com.pleted, cross out
that block and have
your parent sign it.

Option B: Option B: Option B: Option B: Option B:
Complete 30 minutes
on "Imagine Learning"
for reading

Complete 30 minutes
on "NTI Successmoker"
moth

Type writing response in
a Google Doc and
share it with your
teacher. Label writing:
Name - NTI Day 2

Watch video "Industrial
Revolution" on
Broinpop and
complete worksheet

For P.E., refer to the
bock of the Special
Area Chart for further
instructions.

Please sign on the line below when your child has completed the work 'or
today.

Parent Guardian Signature

1/1



ReadWorks'

Paradise Lost

Can the Amazon Rain Forest Be Saved From

Destruction?

m Paradise Lost

Leigh Haeger

The Amazon Rain Foresi

larger than New Hampshire.

Bright-colored scarlet macaws rest on forest branches. Howler

monkeys leap from tree to tree. Endangered jaguars slink

through the thick brush. Those are just a few of the thousands of

animals that call the Amazon rain forest home.

In a tropical rain forest, such as the Amazon, the region is warm

and has heavy rainfall. The Amazon is the largest rain forest in

the world. It covers most of northern Brazil, in South America.

Farmers, however, are rapidly destroying this lush landscape.

They are cutting and burning trees to make room for their

soybean fields and cattle ranches.

In 2004, deforestation in the Amazon was the second-worst

ever, according to Brazil's government. Deforestation occurs

when loggers cut down trees for farms, homes, or roads. The

government said loggers destroyed an area of land slightly

Cause for Concern

Why should we worry about a rain forest in South America? Deforestation reduces the rain forest's

biodiversity, or the variety of plants and animals in a particular area. The Amazon Is one of the richest

areas of the world in animal and plant variety. It Is home to the biggest flower in the world, a bird-eating
spider, and a monkey the size of a toothbrush.

Scientists have identified only a small number of all species that live in the rain forest. As loggers and
farmers destroy the forest, animals and plants may become extinct before they are discovered.

Deforestation affects people, too. Many of the foods, spices, and medicines people need come from the
rain forest.

Without the Amazon rain forest, life on Earth would have a hard time existing. The Amazon's plants and
trees clean the air by breathing In carbon dioxide and exhaling oxygen. Too much carbon dioxide in the air

is harmful to humans. Carbon dioxide is also a greenhouse gas. Greenhouse gases trap the sun's heat

close to Earth. Without the trees in the rain forest, Earth's climate would get much hotter.

ReadWorks.oi^
Copyright © 2007 Weskly Reader Corporation. All rights reserved. Used by permission. Weekly Reader is a registered trademark of Weekly Reader Corpo*atlon.



ReadWbrks' Paradise Lost

U.S. Fish and Wildlifa Service

Jaguars are just one of the many species affected by deforestation.

Why Now?

Human activity is mainly to blame for the destruction of the rain forest. Loggers illegally chop down trees
for timber. Construction workers bum vast portions of the jungle to build new roads and farms.

"The single most important factor contributing to forest loss is population growth in Brazil." scientist Jim
Bowyertotd Senior Edition. "Almost 2 million people make the forest their homerAII these people need -
land for farming and wood for heat and cooking. They are looking for a way to survive."

Fixing the Problem

Stopping the destruction of the rain forest is not an easy task. Some people think that Brazil's government
is not doing enough to stop deforestation. Ranchers and farmers think it is unfair for others to tell them

that they can't use the rain forest for their own livelihood. Scientists predict that if deforestation continues

at its current rate, the rain forest may survive only another 40 to 50 years.

"We need to address the real causes of deforestation, like poverty and population growth," says Bowyer.

"Solutions need to involve the very people who destroy the forest."

ReadWorks.org
Copyright @ 2007 Weekly Reader Corporation. All nghis reserved. Used by permission. Weekly Reader is a registered trademark of Weekly Reader Corporation.



ReadWodcs' Paradise Lost

Name: Date:

AJTI
- Inferenser Questions

1. When Bower says, "Solutions need to Involve the very people who destroy the

forest," he is referring to

A. the government.

B. ranchers and farmers.

C. the reader.

D. scientists.

2. In order to stop deforestation, the government of Brazil could

A. gather up all the rain forest animals put them in the zoo,

B. create laws that prohibit cutting down trees.

C. encourage more people to live in the rain forest.

D. build more ranches and farms.

3. The types of human activity that endanger rainforests include

A. breathing and eating.

B. trapping the sun's heat.

C. farming, logging, road building.

D. making medicines and foods.

4. People that live in the rain forest probably eat

A. small amounts because they are poor.

B. food brought in from other countries.

C. at the many restaurants being built.

D. the plants and animals of the rain forest.

5. Using the map, list the countries that include part of the Amazon rain forest.

ReadWorks.org • ©2019 ReadWorks®. Inc. All rights reserved.



WTX Das[c5.
Name

a
Adding whole numbefs,

decimals, and money

Line Them Up!
Add. Remember to line up the decimals and the commas In the sums.

a.
o

O

f
A. 3,016

+ 1,898

C. $600.04

+298.48

D. 2,416
+ 8,917

t. $ 34.61

21.04

+ 81.97

G. 88,247

+ 13,918
J. 34.016

+4.872

K. 742

106

+ 249

l-» % 3,841

+ 1,204

M. 426,149

+ 318,297

N. 4,651

+ 1,328 + 184

Scholastic Success With Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication & Division ® Grade 5 13
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What Makes

"Always remember that you are absolutely
unique. Just like everyone else." "Margaret

Mead

The Prompt:
It IS the beginning of the school year and you are just getting to know
your new teacher and classimates. As part of this "get-to-know-you"
process, your teacher has asked each student to write a short story
about themselves that will help you get to know each other a little
better. Write a story about yourself that will help your classmates
understand what makes you unique.

Situat'ion:
Purpose:

Mode:

Guidelines:

Content and Orgdnization:
□  Introduce your topic cledrly.
□ Provide details to support your topic.
□ Provide a personal experience or opinbn to support topic.
□ Provide a concluding statement related to the topic.
□ Link details using transitbn words and phrases.
□ Organize your writing so that related ideas are grouped into paragraphs.
Editing and Word Choice:
□ Use correct capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.

Use resources to check correct spelling of words.
Use punctuation to help convey your ideas, feelings, etc.
Choose words and phrases that help your audience clearly understand
your ideas. narrative

OTambro Donley of Literacy Loves Company rights reserved Single cfossroom u^Vnl^
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Chapter 12: Industry and immigrants, 1870-1910
In this chapter, you'll read about two important parts of the American story—^industry and immigrants.®

It was a time of new inventions. It was also a time of many changes in how people lived. ®

Choose one invention shown on this page and tell how it made life easier or better.

Inventions That Changed a Nation

Phonograph (1878)

Typewriter
(ise?)

Practical
Light Bulb (1579)

Electric Elevator
(1852)

Telephone (1876)

Automobile
rn (1886)

Motion-picture Projedor
(1896)

Motor-powered Plane
(1903)

A

M
W'

Steel and "Black Glue"

Do you know what buildings, automobiles, bridges, and bicycles all have in common? They are made
partly of steel. One important new invention was a cheaper way to make steel Before the Civil War, iron
was used for many things. Steel is made from iron with other metals added. But steel is stronger and lasts
longer than iron.

© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company
Unit 5, Chapter 12

Core Skills Social Studies, Grade 5



]sjame^ ^ Date.

Many new inventions used steel Tall buildings many stories high,
called skyscrapers, were made of steel. The automobile had a steel
frame. Barbed wire made of steel was used to fence cattle ranches.
Steel also became the new material for older inventions. Bridges were
made of iron and steel instead of wood. These bridges could carry
trains across wide rivers like the Mississippi and the Ohio.

New uses for steel brought many new uses for oil. At first, people
didn't think oil was good for much. People digging wells for water
sometimes found oil instead. They called it "black glue." Soon people
discovered that oil could be used to make useful goods such as gasoline
and kerosene. Before electricity, kerosene was used to light lamps.
Oil also heated new city skyscrapers. It ran big machines in factories.
It ran trains. People now called oil "black gold."

^ Gasoline was needed for one important new invention. What was it?

The inventions meant new factories. People moved to cities to work in the factories. Cities kept
growing. Some cities became known for special products. Glass was made in Coming, New York. Cereal
came from Battle Creek, Michigan.

A Nation of Immigrants

Factories helped cities grow. So did the arrival of immigrants. An immigrant is a person who leaves
one country to live in another country. Immigrants came from countries in Europe such as Italy, Greece,
Poland, Ireland, Sweden, and Russia. They came from China in Asia. They came from coimtries to the
south such as Mexico. Most immigrants sailed across oceans on crowded ships.

^ Which immigrant groups used ships to travel to the United States? Which groups probably
did not?

© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company
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Nt^ Vm 0-
volution Worksheet

Brain
POP' Industrial Revolution

Date:.

Name:

Class;.

Cause and Effect

Describe how each invention changed the lives of common workers or farmers during the Industrial Revolution, for better and for

worse.

Invention Positive Negative

Steam engine

CoiWn gill

Oil well

Think About It

Did the Industrial Revolution ever really end. or is it still going on today? Use facts to support your answer.

01999-2020 BralnPOP. All riglrts res«fv«d.
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Day 3 - 5th Grade NTI Assignment

Nome:

Questions or concerns please contact your homeroom teacher between the following hours:
9:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

Ms. Cowles megan.cowles@fayette.kyschools.us 859 - 474 - 0391

Ms. Dalton brooke.dalton@fayette.kyschool.us 304-228-1765

Ms. Pattisson jennifer.pattisson@fayette.kyschools.us 859 - 552 - 4645

□

□

□

□

Choose one ossignment (Option A or B) for Reoding, Moth, Writing, Sociol
Studies ond AHPLs.
You must hove o totol of 90 minutes doily consisting of

□ 20 minutes Reoding, Moth, Writing, Science/Sociol Studies
□ 30 minutes AHPLs

Circle the option you select eoch doy
Porent signoture required ot the bottom once oil the work hos been
completed
Online users will only return this signed cover poge
Pocket workers need to return completed work with the signed cover poge

Reading Math

STANDAWO

Writing
Sandard ' ~ '

Social Studies AHPL

STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD
RI5.3: Compare and contrast
characters, settings, ar events
in a story or drama, using
specific details to analyze
their interactian over the
caurse at a text

5.NBT.B.7: Add, subtract,
multiply, and divide
decimals/fractions to
hundredths, using concrete
models or drawings and
strategies based on place
value, properties of
operations, and /cr the
relationship between
addition and subtraction.

5.W.1-3: Write opinion pieces,
informative pieces, or
narratives on topics or texts,
supporting a point of view
with reasons and information

5.G.HI.I: Describe the
traditions that diverse cultural
groups brought with them
when they moved to and
within the United States

Various standards per AHPL

Option A: Option A: Option A: Option A: Option A:
Read and answer
questions on the
OGSSons "The Bo^' Who
Cried Wolf"

Complete 'Rounding
Decimals' worksheet
(nn 91

Complete 'Shoring My
Expertise' writing
prompt, Ynijf writing
needs to be in a flyer
format. See flyer
example.

Complete
"Statue of Liberty" front
and back (pgs. 90-91)

Choose 1 activity on
the Special Area Chart
lo cGiTipIete. Whefi
completed, cross out
that block and hove
your parent sign it.

Option B: Option B: Option B: Option B: Option B:
Complete 30 minutes
on "Imagine Learning"
for reading

Complete 30 minutes
on "NTI Successmaker"
moth

Type writing response in
0 Google Doc and
shore it with your
teacher. Label writing:
Name - NTI Day 3

Watch video "Industrial
Revolution" on
Brainpop and
complete quiz

For P.E., refer to the
bock of the Special
Area Chart for further
Instructions.

Please sign on the line below when your child has completed the work
today.

or

Parent Guardian Signature

1/1



ReadWorics'

The Boy Who Cried Wolf

Readti nq
The Boy Who Orred W

}iT\

The shepherd boy watched the flock of sheep by day and slept with them at night. His only
relief came at dinner time, when his master's wife came by with his dinner wrapped in a cloth.

The shepherd boy was tired of working all the time. It wasn't really difficult work, but It was
tedious. His job was to watch the sheep, and. if one strayed, to guide it back to the flock. He
also had to be on the lookout for wolves and ready to run for help If one approached.

The boy was lonely and bored. One afternoon, he had an Idea that he hoped would put an
end to his loneliness. He ran into the village and yelled, "Wolf! Wolf!" The townspeople ran
with him to the field. They spent hours looking for the beast, behind briers and rock, but there

was no wolf. The boy had enjoyed having all the people with him and was sad to see them
return to town.

A week later, he was again feeling bored and lonely. He ran into the village and yelled, "Wolf!
Wolf!" Again, the people followed him back to the field. Again, there was no wolf. The mayor
yelled at him. "Don't you come into town again with your tales. The people are too busy for
your games!" It seemed to the boy that he would never have visitors again.

The next week, he sat watching his sheep. Suddenly a wolf ran out from the forest. It headed

straight for his flock. He ran as fast as he could into town. "Wolf! Wolf!" he screamed. But no

one came. "There really is a wolf! Please help me!" he pleaded. But the people turned their
backs to him.

Moral: Once you lie, people won't believe you when you teil the truth.

RoadWorks.org
Copyright © 2007 Weekly Reader Corporalion. All rights reserved. Used by permission. Weekly Reader s a registered trademark of Weekly Reader Corporation.



IteadlHSMks' The Boy Who Cried Wolf - Plot Questions

Name: Date:

1. Which of the following was the rising action in this story?

A. the boy slept with the sheep at night.

B. the boy lied to the townspeople.

C. the boy looked for wolves.

D. the boy ate the dinner that was brought to him.

2. This fable takes place

A. in an urban setting.

B. in a suburban setting.

C. In a rural setting.

D. in the desert.

3. The boy's job contributed to the problem because

A. the boy lost a sheep.

B. there was a wolf near the sheep.

C. he had to work alone day and night.

D. the boy was hungry and tired.

4. The boy can be described as

A. mean.

B. kind.

C. lonely.

D. silly.

5. At the end of the story, the boy has lost the trust of the townspeople. How can the boy

solve this problem and gain the trust of the townspeople again?

ReadWorks.org ©2019 ReadWorks®, Inc. Ail rights reserved.



Rounding Decimals Name:

Round each decimal to the nearest tenth.

Round each decimal to the nearest hundredth.

0.709

645.05912.745

S 1.079 @ 0.854 @ 0.709

(Q 12.745 645.059 IS 50.501

Round each decimal to the nearest whole number.

B 12.5 SS 200.051

Write two different decimals that are the same value when rounded to the nearest tenth.

Explain why the rounded values are the same.

IS Round 1.299 to the nearest tenth and to the nearest hundredth. Explain why the rounded
values are equivalent.

© 2020 Curriculum Associates, LLC All rights reserved.
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"Always listen to exports. They'U tell you what
can't he done, and wliy. Then do it. " Ptobert A.

Hanlein

The Prompt.
your Glass Is having an ''Expert Fair" where each of the students
wlil share one tiobby.or activity they are experts at. Create a
flyer to share wftlvtRe cTd^ expjdTnThg What you are dn expert at
and why. Also inotetde-'step^y^ep directions on trow others-can
also becooie an expert. Jodude a.tflle and on illustration.

pupgose:^
Audience:

Guidelines:
CdrrFenf Orgcihfedf ̂
□ Introduce youp topic clearly. . . . .
□ Provide details that support the topic.
□ Provide d persohdT experience Wsupport your topic.
O Provide.a conclusJon related to the topic.
□ Link details using transition words and phrases.
□  (Trgdhcie your writing so that related ideas are grouped into paragraphs.
-Edrting and Word Choice:.
□ Use correct capttafeation, punctuation, and spelling.

Use resources to check "Correct spelllrig of words.
Use punctuation to help.convey youpJde^is, feelings, etc.
Choose words and phrases that help your audience clearly understand
your ideas.

INFORMATIVI

OTombro Danley of U^rocy Loves Cpmpony 2pl4 Alt rights reserved Single c'ossroom use only
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Social S+udi-CS
Name -7 Date

Some immigrants came only to work and save money. They planned to
return to their homelands. Others said good-bye to their homelands for good.

Why did these immigrants decide to leave their homelands? They left
because they were poor and hungry. They left to get away from cruel and
unfair laws. They left to start a new life.

To the immigrants, America was a land of hope. There was the promise
of a better life. There were jobs. There was plenty of cheap land. There was
freedom of religion.

>■ Look at the graph below. A line graph like this shows how
something changes over time. This one shows the number of
immigrants who came to this country between 1820 and 1929.
In which group of years did the largest number of immigrants
come? How many came during those years?

m

million
million
million
million
million
iTilLuGTrl

-. ^tn "VO ^ • oO - ""O'''- • o
oj cvi- m cov 00
00 CO CO 00 ^*-4

r

© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company
Unit 5, Chapter 12

Core Skills Social Studies, Grade 5
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^ ]Sew Life
Immigrants arrived feeling very hopeful. But life in the new land

^ggn't easy. There were strange sights and sounds. People had to learn
new skills to get jobs. Some farmers, for example, had to learn to work
jn factories. Sometimes teachers went to work in stores.

Many immigrants did not know English. That made many simple

things difficult. It was hard for people who did not understand the
language to buy food at a store, find the way to an office, or leam
things at school.

Some people who were born in the United States were not friendly

to immigrants. These U.S. citizens were afraid immigrants would take
their jobs. They thought immigrants would have a hard time living in
a free land and following its laws.

Immigrants at Ellls
Island, New York

A Hard Life

Worst of all, immigrants often lived in the poorest part of a cit>^ They lived in buildings called
tenements. Tenements were put up quickly and cheaply. They were dark and had narrow hallways. They

had bad lighting and caught fire easily. Whole families often lived crowded into one small room.
But the lUimigraiils worked Iiaid and were able to take on llie ways of uielr new counhy. They weie

eager for education for themselves and their children. They knew that education would help them do well
in the United States. Schools were places where immigrants could leam about the United States and share
their own cultures with others.

As they leamed new ways, most immigrants tried to keep parts of their old lives and cultures. This
helped them feel more at home in their new land.

^ What couid education do for immigrants?

® Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company
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Industrial Revolutloh Quiz

1. Which of the following events took place during the 6. Which of the following was developed during the

Industrial Revolution? second Industrial Revolution?

a. The birth of the Roman Empire

b. The career of William Shakespeare
0. World War II

d. The American Revolution

a. The powered loom

b. The personal computer

0. The steamship

d. The steam engine

2. Which of the following was developed during the

first Industrial Revolution?

3. The puwered iuoni made lexliie produuiion easier.

What is the best synonym for "textile?"

a. Steel

b. Coal

c. Cloth

d. Gotion

vVliat eilect did CObI hbv'e ut) iiie

industrial Revolution?

a. It was used to power new machines

b. It was converted into steel in huge furnaces

c. It replaced petroleum as the most popular fuel in the

world

d. It was invented by British engineers during the

Industrial Revolution

5. How was the first industrial Revolution different

from the second?

a. The first led to the development of new inventions:

the second did not.

b. The first was centered in Britain; the second was

centered in America.

c. The first involved advances in transportation and

communication; the second did not.

d. The first took place during the 1600s, the second took

place during the 1700s.

7. If you worked on an assembly line, what might a

typical day be like for you?

a. You'd perform the same task over and over.

b. You'd work deep underground, mining coal.
c. You'd spend your day building different parts of

automobiles.

d. You'd spend your day in the fields, picking cotton.

The popularity of the

automobile was caused by:

a. The invention of the lightbulb

b. The develooment of the steam engine

c. The harnessing of electricity

d. The digging of oil wells

9. Which of the following was a drawback of the

Industrial Revolution?

a. The birth of the middle class

b. The development of new consumer goods

c. The use of child l^or

d. The development of the transcontinental railroad

10. Which of the following was a major effect of the

industrial Revolution?

a. Poverty was completely eliminated,
b Societies moved from aghcii'tnre to indii.sfy

c. The number of wars between countries decreased

dramatically.

d. Unemployment increased dramatically.

11999 - 2020 BrainPOP. All rights reserved
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Day 4 - 5th Grade NTI Assignment

Nome:

Questions or concerns please contact your homeroom teacher between the following hours:
9:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

Ms. Cowles megan.cowles@fayette.lcyschools.us 859-474-0391

Ms. Dalton brooke.dalton@fayette,kyschool.us 304-228-1765

Ms. Pattisson jennifer.pattisson@fayette.kyschools.us 859 - 552 - 4645

□ Choose one assignment (Option A or B) for Reading, Math, Writing, Social
Studies and AHPLs.

□ You must hove a total of 90 minutes doily consisting of
□ 20 minutes Reading, Math, Writing, Science/Social Studies
□ 30 minutes AHPLs

□ Circle the option you select each day
□ Parent signature requirea at the Dottom once oil the wonc has been compiered
□ Online users will only retum this signed cover page
□ Packet workers need to return ccmpletod work Vvith the signed cover page

Reading Math Writing 40v.iai Siouicra AHPL

STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD
Rii).2; Analyze how the
central Ideas are reflected in
a text, and cite relevant
implicit and explicit evidence
to.suppcjit tliirikiiiQ

S.Nbf.bJ: Add. subtract,
multiply, and divide
decimals/fractions to
nundredtns. using concrete
tiii;rJels oi diowings aiid
strategies based on place
value, properties of
oi>«i ofions. and /or the
relationship between
addition and subtraction.

5.W.i-3: Write opinion pieces,
informative pieces, or
narratives on topics or texts,
supporting a point of view
vwilii ieo.-!(jMS ond irifoi'tVioiio) 1

S.G.Hi.'i; Descnbe tne
traditions that diverse cultural
groups brought with them
when They moveo to ono
<A/iiht(i il'ie Uliriesd 3'ioiftS

various standards per AriFt

Option A: Option A: Option A: Option A: Option A:
Read and answer
questions on the
passage "Twins Luck"

Complete 'Fishing for
Money' worksheet

Complete 'The Rules of
the Gome' writing
prompt. Your writing
needs to be in a
document format that
Is 3-5 paragraphs long.

Complete
"Immigrant Cultures"
front and bock
(pgs. 92-93)

Choose 1 activity on
the Special Area Chod
to complete. When
completed, cross cut
that block end hove
your parent sign it.

Option B: Option B: Option B: Option B: Option B:
Complete 30 minutes
on "Imagine Leaming"
for reading

Complete 30 minutes
on "NTI Successmcker"
moth

Type writing response in
0 Google Doc and
shore it with your
teacher. Label writing:
Nome - NTI Day 4

Watch video "Railroad
History" on Broinpop
and complete graphic
organizer

For P.E.. refer to the
bock of the Special
Area Chart for further
Instructions.

Please sign on the line below when your child has completed the work
today.

or

Parent Guardian Signature
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ReadllUsrks'

Twins' Luck

Twirt? Luc

WTi >4

Mateo's apartment was on the second floor of the building, over the bakery. The house
always smelled of sugar and vanilla, even though his mother cooked spicy foods at home, like

asopao and mofongo.

Mateo was ten and had a twin brother named Marcos. They did not look much alike. Marcos

was short, with wide hands and thin hair, like an old man. He couldn't speak and could walk

Ofily by uragyiny his left foot behind him. He never got far. When they went out, he used a

wheelchair.

At times, while he was getting ready for school and while his father and mother were getting

Marcos ready for the day, Mateo wondered what it would be like to be Marcos. They would
bathe him and dress him. They would put him in a soft chair in front of the television. Then his

father would leave for work and his mother would feed him a soft- boiled egg or a bowl of corn

mush. She would put a bell at his side in case he needed anything. All his needs would be

taken care of by someone else.

Mateo wondered how the two of them, who started out together, had wound up so different.

Was it luck? Why wasn't life fair? When he was younger, he thought that Marcos was the

lucky one, getting so much attention when he had to do things for himself. Mateo's parents

never seemed to have time for him. Mateo never got to stay home and watch cartoons all day.

Then one day, it hit him. The idea surprised him because he couldn't see how he hadn't

realized It before. Marcos wasn't as lucky as Mateo thought.

ReadWorks.org
Copyright £> 2007 Weekly Reader Corporation. All rights reserved. Used by permission. Weekly Reader Is a registered ̂ demark ot Weekly Reader Corporation.



Readmadcs' Twins' Luck - Theme Questions

Name: bate:

1. When Mateo was younger, he thought that his brother Marcos was the lucky one

because he received so much attention. What important realization does Mateo come to

one day?

A. Mateo is not as lucky as Marcos.

B. Marcos and Mateo are very similar, despite their differences.

C. Marcos is luckier than Mateo thought.

D. Marcos isn't as lucky as Mateo thought.

2. What Is the main theme of this text?

A. You shouldn't take advantage of people's weaknesses,

B. Someone's life may not always be what it seems.

C. Twins have a very strong bond they share for life.

D. People should not-be defined by their disabilities.

3. Based on the text, what can be concluded about Marcos's condiiion?

A. He is recovering from an illness.

B. He is able to move around freely.

C. He has suffered an injury caused by an accident.

D. He has a disability.

4. Based on the text, how do Marcos's parents feel about him?

A. They fee! Marcos Is overwhelming.

B. They are resentful towards Marcos.

C. They are unsure about how to help him.

D. They care very deeply about Marcos.

ReadWorks.org ©2019 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



Reading |\]TX
Rea^Hfaifcs' Twins' Luck - Theme Questions

5. What is one thing that you can learn from this story? Support your answer with \
evidence from the text. ^

ReadWorks.org • © 2019 ReadWorks®. Inc. All rights reserved.



Name Id ' 'Adding money
—-—— ^

Math NTI

'AHdinc

E>

Fishing for Money
When adding money, keep the decimal point between the hundreds and tens place lined up.

?  7
$84.29 $84.29 $84.29

+  29.16 + 29.16 + 29.16

113.45 $113.45

Place the decimal Regroup dollar
point in the sum. needed. ^'5"

Add. Then use the code to solve the riddle below.

c  $3.42 I. $6,49 Y. $2.47 U. $9.25 A. $3-04
+ 0.29 i* 9,28 -h 9.26 + 3.98 -*• 2.99

R, $0.42 -T. $5.48 L $6.43 H. $1.42 S. $1.99
+ 8.91 +1.39. +2.97 +3.58 +8.33

D. $0.03 B. $0.04 O. $1.46 E. $9.42 O. $31.42
+ 4.08 3.12 0.82 2.58 +28.29

+ 0.98 +3.48 +1.07

Why don't fishermen use money?

$4.14 $9.40 $3.71 $6.03 $13.23 $10.32 $13.07

$6.87 $5.00 $9.40 $11.75 $13.23 $10.32 $13.07

$3.71 $9.33 $9.40 $4.11 $15.77 $6.87 $3.71 $5.76 $4.11 $10.32

10 Scholastic Success With Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication & Division • Grade 5
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'You have to learn the rules of the game. And
then you have to play better than anyone else."

"Albert Einstein

The Prompt.
Reoess is one of your favorite times of the school day! Lately,
there has been trouble on the playground with students not
following the rules of one of your favorite games. The adults
monitoring recess have heard that there are problems and have
asked you to create a document explaining why it is important to
follow the recess rules and what the rules are for your favorite
game.

Situatbn:

Purpose: _
Audience:

Mode:

Guidelines:
Content and Opgflnkdtbn: ; :
□ Introduce your topic cledply.
□ Ppovido details that support youp topic.
□ Provide a persona! experience to support your topic.
□ Provide a conclusion related to the topic.
□ Link details using transitbn words and phrases.
□ Organizie your writing so that related ideas are grouped into paragraphs.
Editing and Word Choice:
□ Use correct capitafeatbn, punctuotbn, and spelling.

Use resources to check correct spelling of words.
Use punctuatbn to help convey your ideas, feelings, etc.

•  Choose words and phrases that help your audience clearly understand
your ideas.

INFORMATIVE

OTombro Oonley of Literocy Loves Company 2w4^i( rights reserved Single classroom use only
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Name Date

Social Studi^
/VJT3^ t>dAjir

Groups of immigrants from the same country often settled in the same neighborhoods. In their homes
and neighborhoods, they spoke their own languages and ate their own food. They followed their own
religions and celebrated their holidays. The combination of cultures that immigrants brought with them
has made the United States a very special nation.

^ What did immigrants do to keep their cultures?

Immigrants from one country often formed groups to help new arrivals find work and places to live.
Some immigrants opened shops to sell goods other immigrants needed, such as clothing and food. Others
opened restaurants and barbershops. People sold many things on the street. That way, they didn't need to
rent a shop. All they needed was a pushcart.

As cities grew, so did the problems. Tenements and factories were built side by side. People had to live
with noise, dirt, smoke, and bad air. There was nowhere safe to put garbage and other waste. Sometimes it
was dumped into the water people drank. This made people sick. There weren't enough open places in the
poor parts of the city. Children Often had to play in alleys.

Work

Many children did not get a chance to play at all. They had to work long hours in factories. Sometimes
they made omy 25 cents a day. In 1906, two million chilureii vvoikecl iii factories. 1 hey had litlle or no
time for play or school.

The factories were often terrible places to work. People worked from 12 to 14 hours a day, 6 days a
week. Factories were dangerous and unhealthy. Ihey were crowded, dark, and noisy. Accidents were
common. Factories sometimes caught fire.

^ What was life like for factory workers?

© Houghton Miffiin Harcourt Publishing Company
92 Unit 5, Chapter 12

Core Skiiis Social Studies, Grade 5



I^abor Unions Are Formed

Many workers wanted better pay and shorter hours. They wanted to work in a safe place. Workers got
together and formed labor unions. Labor unions are groups of workers who join together to protect their
,^hs and to improve working conditions. Factory owners were against unions. They believed workers had
no right to ask for things like better pay.

.Mill

Workers on strike

Unions made the factory owners listen to the demands of workers. Unions did this by calling a strike.
UUiiiig a stnics a*! the workers rciusc to work until changes arc made. UiLions ̂ verc stioiig because all Ihcir
members acted together. If one worker refused to work, a factory owner would just fire the worker. If a
whole factory full of workers stopped working, it meant a loss of money and time for the owner. This
threat might make the owner listen.

^ Why were unions able to make factory owners listen to the demands of workers?

Sometimes factory owners tried to keep workers from joining unions or hired new workers during a
strike. Both owners and unions even used violence to get their own way.

One of the most important unions was the American Federation of Labor (AFL). It was started by
Samuel Gompers in 1886. By 1914, it had more than two million members.

Unions helped workers in many ways. They forced factory owners to stop hiring children. Because of
unions, safety laws were passed. In some states, workers who were hurt on the job could get help.

® Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company
Unit 5, Chapter 12

Core Skills Social Studies, Grade 5
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A'T'C cici-N 4 r.
fO^ Railroad History Graphic Organizer ciass:

Construct an Argument

What is the legacy of railroad tycoons like Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jay Gould, and Leland Stanford? Should they be remembered as

generous philanthropists, or greedy robber barons? List facts in support of each viewpoint Then formulate a conclusion, drawing on

the facts you have gathered.

Philanthropists Robber barons

Conclusion:

01999-2020 BrainPOP. AJI rights rasarvad.
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Day 5 - 5th Grade NTI Assignment

Nome:

Questions or concerns please contact your homeroom teacher between the following hours:
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

Ms. Cowles megan.cowles@fayette.kyschools.us 859 - 474 - 0391

Ms. Dalton brooke.dalton@fayette.l<yschool.us 304-228- 1765

Ms. Pattisson jennifer.pattissonOfayette.kyschools.us 859 - 552 - 4645

□ Choose one ossignment (Option A or B) for Reoding, Moth, Writing, Sociol
Studies ond AHPLs.

□ You must hove o totol of 90 minutes doily consisting of
□ 20 minutes Reoding, Moth, Writing, Science/Sociol Studies
□ 30 minutes AHPLs

□ Circle the option you select eoch doy
□ Porent signoture required ot the bottom once oil the work hos been completed
□ Online users will only retum this signed cover poge
□ Pocket workers need to return completed work with the signed cover poge

Reoding Moth Writing Social Studies AHPL

STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD
RI5.4: Determine the meaning
of words ond phroses os they
ore used in o text, including
but not limited to ollusions
iound iri niyil'ioiogy, ui id
onolyze how those words
ond phroses shope meoning

5.NBT.B.7: Add, subtroct,
multiply, and divide
decimols/froctions to
hundredths, using concrete
iT'iodeis or ufowings ond
strotegies bosed on ploce
volue, properties of
opt^rciiioi'iS, cirid /or the
relotionship between
oddition ond subtroction

5.W.1-3: Write opinion pieces,
informotive pieces, or
norrotives on topics or texts,
supporting o point of view
wilri leosoris ond inforinulioti

5.G.HI.1: Describe the
troditions thot diverse culturol
groups brought with them
when they moved to ond
vViihiii 'itie diliied Stoles

Vorious stondords per AHPL

Option A: Ootion A: Option A: Option A: Option A:
Read and answer
questions on the
passage "To the Moon
and Back"

Complete 'Double the
Money' worksheet

Complete 'The Great
Video Gome Debate'
writing prompt. Your
writing needs to be in
on article format that is
3-5 paragraphs long.

Complete
"Chopter Checkup"
front only (pg. 94)

Choose 1 activity on
the Speciol Amo Chnrt
to complete. When
completed, cross cut
that block and have
your parent sign it.

Option B: Option B: Option B: Option B: Option B:
Complete 30 minutes
on "Imagine Leaming"
for reading

Complete 30 minutes
on "NTI Successmoker"
moth

Type writing response in
0 Google Doc and
share it with your
teacher. Label writing:
Name - NTI Day 5

Watch video "Railroad
History" on Broinpop
and complete
worksheet

For P.E., refer to the
bock of the Special
Area Chart for further
instructions.

Please sign on the line below when your child has completed the work for
today.

Parent Guardian Signature
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To the Moon and Back

To the Moon and Back

Note: This article was published in 2007. The program described in the article, NASA's

Constellation program, is no longer active. This news article has been preserved for historical

context.

Astronauts Aim for the Moon-And Beyond

NASA announced plans that are out of this world-literally! The space agency hopes to send
humans to the moon again by 2020.

NASA hopes to make a giant leap-back to the moon. Back in 2005, the U.S. space agency

announced its plan to send four astronauts to the moon within the next 15 years.

nasa.gov

Tho new spacecraft is like Apollo, "But bigger."

NASA olTicials say the moon Is just the first step. They hope future missions will take

astronauts to Mars and beyond. "We will return to the moon no later than 2020 and extend the

human presence across the solar system and beyond," says Michael Griffin, the head of

NASA.

So far, the moon is the only place beyond Earth that humans have visited. At 226.000 miles

away, the moon is Earth's closest space neighbor.

On July 20, 1969, Neil Armstrong and Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin became the first astronauts to land

RaaOWofks.org
Copyright© 2007 Weekly Reader Corporation. AJi rights resen/ed. Used by permission. Weekly Reader is a registered trademark of Weekly Reader Gcrporalion,



ReadHTorks' To the Moon and Back

on the moon. They traveled there aboard Apollo 11. When Armstrong first set foot on the
moon, he spoke these famous words: "That's one small step for a man, one giant leap for
mankind."

During NASA's Apo//o program, 12 American astronauts explored the lunar terrain. The last
U.S. trip to the moon ended in December 1972.

New Spaceship

The new NASA mission may have the same destination, but the astronauts will have a new
way of getting there.

Astronauts who trek to the moon will do their traveling in a crew exploration vehicle-a
souped-up version of the three-person Apollo capsule that transported explorers to the moon.
"It's very Apollo-like," says Griffin, "but bigger."

While on the moon, astronauts hope to demonstrate that they can "live off the land." They will
use resources on the moon to produce drinkable water and fuel.

The moon journey would be a trial run for a Mars mission. Astronauts would spend more time
on Mars-at least 500 days-because it is 49 million miles from Earth. Because they will be
on the planet so long, astronauts will need to be able to sustain themselves using local
resources; they will not be able to bring enough supplies for the whole mission.

Split Decisions

Not everyone is over ttie moon about NASA's plans. The project Is estimated to cost $104
billion. Critics say the price tag is too high, especially because the United States is dealing
with a federal budget deficit and the war on terror. A deficit occurs when a sum of money is
short of its expected total.

However, supporters insist that space exploration offers enormous long-term benefits to all of
humankind and that the United States should not be deterred from this mission. "The space
program is a long-term investment in our future," Griffin says.

ReadWorka.org



^TX
Reai^arks' To the Moon and Back - Figurative Language Questions

Name: Date:

1. The phrase, "out of this world,means not only "off planet Earth" but also, figuratively,

A. on another planet's moon.

B. going outside the atmosphere.

C. visiting Mars and beyond.

D. above and beyond the usual.

2. By using the phrase, "out of this world," the author hints that he/she is:

A. frightened about giving up the security of Earth life.

B. enthusiastic about NASA's plans.

C. suspicious that there won't be enough money to complete the program.

D. used to the idea of space travel.

3. The author ended the article with a quote from the head of NASA, stating: "The space

program is a long-term investment In our future," This seems to indicate that

A. The quote has nothing to do with the rest of the passage.

B. The statement is in line with the critics of the program.

C. The author wants to stress NASA's optimism about the program.

D. the program is unrealistic because the destinations are so far away.

4. In the sentence, "While on the moon, astronauts hope to demonstrate that they can

"live off the land," the phrase, "live off the land," means to

A. eat only food grown in dirt like Earth's soil.

B. support their needs with what is available on-site.

C. make their own fuel without digging it up.

D. get purified water by collecting it underground.

ReadWorKs.org © 2019 ReadWorKs®. Inc. Ail rights reserved.



BeadWiiafes' To the Moon and Back - Figurative Language Questions

5. Explain the meaning of: "Not everyone is over the moon about NASA's plans."
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Name

a
Multiplying money

E>
Double the Money

When multiplying money, place the decimal point in the product, counting from right to left, the
same number of places as the sum of the decimal places in the factors.

$6.95 Counting from right to left, the $6.95 Counting from right to left, place
c/edma/ point is two places in the top x 3 the decimal point two places in
factor. There is no decimal point in the
bottom factor. 2 + 0 = 2 $20.85

the product.

Multiply. Then order the products from least to greatest by writing the letters on the
blanks to answer the riddle below.

O. $.05

X 25

T. $2.41

X  8

T, $7.06

X  5

L. $.04

X  9

K. $.46

X  8

A. $2.49

X  3

E. $11.86

X  9

$6.49

X  8

I. $5.42

X  4

O. $.24

X  12

M. $8.42

X  14

T. $1.24

X 69

N. $2.21

X 34

H. $2.49

X  35

R. $7.48

X  34

R. $24.15

X  13

I. $14.06

X  12

O. $24.15

X  23

How do

R. $134.24

X  8

SchoJastfO Sucn6?ss With Addition, Subtraction, Wlultipllcatton & Division ̂  Grade .<5 33
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■You have died of dysentery." Oregon Trail

The Prompt:
There are many opinions about whether students should or
shouldn't spend time playing video ̂ ames. The list of pros and
cons is a mile long. Write an article for the school newspaper
sharing your opinion on this topic. Should children be allowed
to spend hours in front of the TV playing video games or
should they be forced to go outside and play? Back up your
opinion with details and personal experiences.

Situation:
Purpose: ■ ^
Audience:

Mode:

Guidelines:
Content ^nd Organization:
□  Introduce your topic clearly,
□ State your opinion.
□ Provide reasons for your opinbn.
□ Provide a personal experience to support your opinion.
□ Provide a concluding statement related to the opinion.
□ Link, opinions and reasons using transitbn Words and phrases.
□ Organize your writing so that related ideas are grouped into paragraphs.
Editing and Word Choice:
□ Use correct capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.

Use resources to check correct spelling of words.
Use punctuation to help convey your ideas, feelings, etc.
Choose words and phrases that help your audience clearly undersl'and
your ideas. i i A A A n OP'i^'ON

OTombro Oonley of Lilerocy l.oves Company 2014 All rights reserved Single classroom use only





Social S"^cl"ies
Name

Chapter Checkup

Darken the circle by the answer that best completes each sentence.

1. Skyscrapers could be built because of the
invention of

(a) steel.

(§) gasoline.

(C) iron.

(D) railroads.

2. Oil

(A) is made with iron and other metals.

(B) was called "black water."

(C) was sold from a pushcart.

(D) ran big factory machines.

3. Most immigrants to the United States

(A) came here by train.
(B) did not understand English.

© wanted to forget their old culture,
were very lazy.

4. Cities grew because

® land was cheap.
® tenements were very crowded.
© more people came to work in

the factories.

© people sold goods from pushcarts.

5. Tenements were

® small schools.

© places to buy food.
© crowded apartment buildings that were

dark and caught fire easily.

© built by the people who lived there.

6. Labor unions

® had dangerous machines.

© helped protect the workers.

© were safe factories.
© hired children to work in factories.

THINKING AND WRITING

Why did immigrants come to the United States?

© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company Unit 5, Chapter 12
Core Skills Social Studies, Grade 5
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Bvaizi ^
PQP' Railroad History Worksheet

Analyze It

Describe how the construction of the Transcontinental Railroad affected members of the three groups listed below.

Frontier settlers

Railroad workers

American Indians

Think About It

What factors led to railroads losing their status as the most popular mode of long-distance transportation?

01999-2020 BrslnPOP. All righu r««rv«d.
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Day 6 - 5th Grade NTI Assignment

Nome:

Questions or concerns please contact your homeroom teacher between the following hours:
9:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

Ms. Cowles megan.cowles@fayette.kyschools.us 859-474-0391

Ms. Dalton brooke.dalton@fayette.kyschool.us 304 - 228 - 1765

Ms. Pattisson jennifer.pattisson@fayette.kyschools.us 859 - 552 - 4645

□

□

□
□
n

Choose one assignment (Option A or B) for Reading, Math, Writing, Social
Studies and AHPLs.
You must hove a total of 90 minutes doily consisting of

□ 20 minutes Reading, Math, Writing, Science/Social Studies
□ 30 minutes AHPLs

Circle the option you select each day
Parent signature required at the bottom once oil the work nos been completed
Online users will only retum this signed cover page
Packet workers need to return ccmi'^lsted wck v/'th *he ^■i'^p.'^d cove^ •^o'^s

Q •Math Writing SCwSol Studios AHPL

STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD
l^I5iS:"AnaIyze how't!ie
central ideas are reflected in
a text, and cite relevant
ili'tpiicii Ol id expiioii evidence
io suppOlt thil ikir'isj.

1

Add, SvjUti'OCl',
multiply, and divide
decimals/fractions to
riuridtedths, using curiuere
ri lodels or drowii iqs ui )d
strategies based on place
value, properties of
operations, ai id /or U le
relationship between
addition and subtraction.

5.'vV.l-3: Write opii'tion pieces,
informative pieces, or
narratives on topics or texts,
bupportiny a poini of view
witti reasons ui id infoil iiolion

SS-o-G-ij-l 31udetiis Wiii
understand that the use of
geographic tools and mental
maps heip inierprei
iitronnaiiori, understorid arid
analyze patterns, spatial
data, and geographic issues

VuiiuUs SiUnddids p6i ArlFL

Ootion A: Option A: Option A: Option A: Option A:
Read and answer
questions on the
passage "Oregon Trail"

Complete 'is It Proper
Yet?' worksheet

Option B:

Complete 'Clean Up
Our Community'
On-Demand. Your
writing needs to be in a
letter format.

Option B:

Complete
"A National Symbol:
Washington, DC" front
and back

Choose 1 activity on
the Special Area Chnrt
to complete. When
completed, cross out
that block and hove
your parent sign it.

Option B: Option B: Option B:
Complete 30 minutes
on "Imagine Leaming"
for reading.

Complete 30 minutes
on "NT! Successmcker"
moth.

Type writing response in
a Google Doc and
shore it v/ith your
teacher. Lobe! writing;
Nome - NTI Day 6

Watch video "Railroad
History" on Broinpop
and complete quiz

For P.E., refer to the
bock of the Speciol
Areo Chart for further
instructions.

Please sign on the line below when your child has completed the work 'or
today.

Parent Guardian Signature

1/1
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Rm^linqf
-TKo. TrailWestward Expansion - The Oregon Trail

Westward Expansion - The Oregon Trail
by ReadWorks

y

is

Go west, young man! Have you ever vvcndersd hew evGrycne spread cat across this country
from the original 13 colonies? During the period of Westward Expansion, many
settlers traveled across the same 2,000-mile trail to the west. The Oregon Trail stretched from
tviissouri to Oregon. The journey took four to six months. Covered wagons were loaded with
food and supplies. There was little room for more than one or two people to ride; so most of
thp pioneei's had to walk the whole way - sometimes without shoes' Can yc' Imagine walking

all the way across the United Stales? And barefoot?

The trip was very challenging. Crossing rivers was extremely dangerous. Often parts of the
wagon would break. Some people died from sickness or fatigue or even bad weather. A

disease called cholera was an especially big problem. They did not know how to treat the

disease successfully at the time. Once someone showed the slightest symptom of illness, he
or she could die within a few hours. After a while, the grass alongside the trail started to
disappear. Too many horses and cows had been grazing In the same spot from all of the
traffic. The later pioneers had trouble finding food for their livestock.

The covered wagons traveled in long trains, or caravans, for safety. At night the settlers would
gather their caravan into a big circle. In the middle of the circle they would build a campfire,

eat, and sleep.

ReadWorks.org • © 2012 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



ReailWfaitoi' Westward Expansion - The Oregon Trail - Comprehension Questions

Name: Date:

1. Which of the following Is true about the Oregon Trail?

A. It was exactly 1,200 miles long.

B. It would take you north.

C. It stretched from Missouri to Oregon.

D. The journey took about two months.

2. An example of a caravan is

A. eight covered wagons traveling together on the trail.

B. one covered wagon traveling by itself.

C. a covered wagon passing a horse.

D. a covered wagon traveling at top speed.

3. Why did some settlers end up walking the trail?

A. There was only room for one or two people to ride in the wagon.

B. They liked to walk.

C. Pioneers were required to walk.

D. None of them walked because it was too far.

4. In order to walk 2,000 miles, a person would have to be

A. unfriendly.

B. friendly.

C. determined.

D. generous.

5. Why might settlers gather their covered wagons into a big circle at night?

A. to move more easily from one wagon to the next

B. to fit more people Into each wagon for sleeping

C. to ensure a safe place to eat, and sleep

D. to block the wind so they could start a fire

ReadWorks.org • © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Westward Expansion - The Oregon Trail - Comprehension'Questions

6. What were two challenges of traveling on the Oregon Trail?

7. Why would a family use a covered wagon to travel westward on the Oregon Trail?

8. The cjuestiOPi below is an incomplete sentence. Choose the word that best completes
the sentence.

Too many horses and cows had been grazing in the same spot on the trail from all of

the traffic; the later pioneers had no food for their livestock.

A. in addition

B. as a result

0. because

D. once

RaadWorks.org • © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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o changing improper fractions
to mixed numbers

K>
Is It Proper Yet?

When the numerator and the denominator are the same number, the fraction has a value of 7.

When the numerator is equal to, or greater than the denominator, the fraction is called an
improper fraction When a number has two parts, a whole number and a fraction, it is called
a mixed number. ^ '

~ can be changed to a mixed number by dividing the numerator ^ ^
by the denominator. - 7

Write a whole number for the fractions below each box.

—I—I—I—h
□

0
5

□
4

□ □
iz.Ji 19 20'5  5 5

4  1 1-
U

4—I—h
U
4—I-

5

4—\—I-
□

4  ̂

6 6 0 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 "TT

□

Change each fraction to a whole or a mixed number.
A. 10„

2
10
7

8
5

7
6 4

B. 13
T

17
5

13
3

±1
6

18
9

C 15
7

36
12

12
4

12
3 5

17
3

15
4

13
6

9
3

13
5

E. 8
7

17

8
a
5

H
7

20
3

Scholastic Success With Fractions • Grade 4 29



On Demand Writing

Clean Up Our Community!!

Situation: Our community Is constantly littered with trash. This has become an eyesore for

both our school and the community. Not only is this an eyesore, but it also brings concerns of

health and safety of people who live in this community.

Purpose: Write a letter to the students in your school. Convince them that the litter in the

community Is a health and safety issue for the people In this area. Include in your letter,

suggestions for correcting this problem.



^Vocial

A National Symbol:
Washington, D.C.
' r \X^ fWop \ixck oTM^'S p>g^.

1. Washington, D.C., is the national capital of the United States. What do the
initials D.C. stand for?

2. Washington. D.C., is located between which two states?

The president of the U.S. lives arid works in which 'ouildiny? In vtfhlch
labeled section of the map is this building?

2. The Smithsonian Institution is the headquarters for many museums.
Where on the map is it locatec

1. What Is the Ellipse and which two buildings border this area?

2. The Hirshhorn Museum is an art gallery. Which other labeled art m
is located on the National Mall?

Doily Geography Proctice • EMC 371
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Railroad History Quiz

1. Virtually all 19th century railroads were powered by:

a. Gasoline

b. Steam

c. Diesel fuel

d. Horses

2. Which of these would have been the most likely
cargo for a railroad line in 1830?

a. Soldiers

b. Travelers

c. Livestock

d. Coal

3. Which of the following was most likely invented

during the industrial Revolution?

4. If you were a manufacturer in 1840, why might you

prefer Itanspoillng goods by rail inslead of by ship?

a. Railroads could transport goods to the West Coast

b. Railroads could transport goods during winter

c. Railroads traveled hundreds of times faster than ships
d. Railroads could transport a lot of goods at once

5. Which word best describes the role railroads played

in the industrial Revolution?

a. Essential

u. Resliairiiiiy

c. Irrelevant

d. Minor

6. if you bought a ticket on the Orient Express, you

could travel between which two cities?

a. Toronto and Montreal

b. Paris and Istanbul

c. Omaha and San Francisco

d. Moscow and Vladivostok

7. What did the majority of workers on the

Transcontinental Railroad have In common?

a. They were immigrants

b. They were unionized

c. They became rich through hard work

d. They were slaves

8. The Transcontinental Railroad was constructed:

a. From north to south

b. From south to north

c. From east v/est

d. From east to west and west to east

9. The popularity of traveling by rail decreased after
the cf:

a. The diesel engine

b. Steel

c The aL'^ornobi'e

d. Canals

10. Place the following events In sequence: A) The
Transcontinental Railroad is completed; B) The steam

locomotive is invented; C) The first wagonways are

developed

a. C. B, A

b. B. A. C

0. B, C, A

d. C. A, B

e 1999- 2019 BrainPOP. All rl(;^ reserved.
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Day 7 - 5th Grade NTI Assignment

Nome:

Questions or concerns please contact your homeroom teacher between the following hours:
9:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

Ms. Cowles megan.cowles@fayette.kyschools.us 859-474-0391

Ms. Dalton brooke.dalton@fayette.kyschool,us 304-228-1765

Ms. Pattisson jennifer.pattisson@fayette.kyschools.us 859 - 552 - 4645

□ Choose one assignment (Option A or B) for Reading, Math, Writing, Social
Studies and AHPLs.

□ You must hove a total of 90 minutes doily consisting of
□ 20 minutes Reading, Math, Writing, Science/Social Studies
□ 30 minutes AHPLs

□ Circle the option you select each day
□ Parent signature required at the Donom once all the work has been completed
□ Online users will only retum this signed cover page
□ Packet workers need to retum completed work with the signed cover page

Reading Moth Writing Social Studies AHPL

STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD
SS-5-G-U-1 Students will
understand that the use of
neocaphic tool* ond mpntnl
mops help interpret
irn'ormuiiud, urnjersloi'id oi lo
analyze patterns, spatial
data, and geographic issues

STANDARD
RIS.2: Analyze how the
central ideas are reflected in
0  npd c^te re'evo^t
implicit and explicit evidence
io support irtinkifig

5.NBT.B.7: Add, subtract,
multiply, and divide
deomoK/fmct'OPS to
hundredths, using concrete
i iiOueis Pi ui'owii igs onu
strategies based on place
value, properties of
upeioiions, onci /ui° ihe
relationship between
addition and subtraction

5.W.1-3; Write opinion pieces,
informative pieces, or
nnrrntivos on top'C^ or t^xts.
supporting a point of view
wii'ii reOSoi'iS uriu infoiirioiioi i

Various standards per AHPL

Option A: Option A: Option A: Option A: Option A:
Reed and answer
questions on the
passage "Cats Can
Save the Day"

Complete 'The Search
for the Difference'
worksheet

Complete 'School
Uniform' writing
prompt. Complete
'Planning Document'
and write a letter.

Complete
"The Four Hemispher'es"
front and back

Choose 1 activity on
the Specini Ar'eo Chort
to complete. When
completed, cross out
that block and have
your parent sign it.

Option B: Option B: Option B: Option B: Option 3:
Complete 30 minutes
on "Imagine Leaming"
for reading.

Complete 30 minutes
on "NTI Successmoker"
math.

Type writing response in
a Google Doc and
share it with your
teacher. Label writing:
Name - NTI Day 7

Watch video "Gold
Rush" on Broinpop and
complete graphic
organizer

For P.E., refer to the
bock of the Special
Area Chart for further
Instructions.

Please sign on the line below when your child has completed the work for
today.

Parent Guardian Signature
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Cats Can Save the Day

Cats Can Save the Day

by Daniel Scheffler

It was Saturday morning in the Da Silva household, and Bianca was daydreaming as she waited for her

family to come down tor breakfast. Her mind was filled with the things she learned at school that week and
what she would do for the weekend. Her mind was so busy, and she had so many rushing thoughts, that

she didn't see the neighbor's cat climb through the window. The next m.lnute, the spoth/ cat was curling

around Bianca's legs. Bianca, as if falling from the sky, snapped out of her daydream and saw the feline

smiling up at her.

"Purr, purr, purr."

"Oh, hello. Mister Chopsticks! I have missed your little visits," Bianca exclaimed.

The cat reminded her of the visit to her grandmother in Portugal last summer. Granny Da Silva lives near

the ocean in a small beach cottage and had four cats that were all the size of dogs. Bianca couldn't

believe her eyes when she first saw them. The one, obviously the ruler of the lot, filled an entire comfy

chair in her granny's lounge. Bianca tried to pick him up but he was just too heavy. His name was Pedro,

and he just flopped down and rolled onto his back with his white tummy showing, ready for Bianca to give

it a scratch.

Bianca's sister, mother, and father were allergic to cats. They would start sneezing and their eyes would

water terribly. So the family was not allowed to have its own cats. Bianca loved the opportunity to pat

Chopsticks. He came to visit often when her family wasn't around, searching for scraps and, of course,

some loving. Bianca handed that out easily, as she just adored the little guy. She jumped up from her

chair, and opened the enormous double door fridge to grab some of last night's chicken for the cat.

Chopsticks knew what was coming, so he purred harder and looked very excited.

ReadWorks.org - © 2013 ReaOWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



ReadWaiics' Cats Can Save the Day
Bianca felt good to be able to love someone else's cat this way, and wondered if Chopsticks had the same
kind of love from the neighbors. She never really saw the next-door neighbors so she couldn't imagine
Chopsticks's life with them. As usual, Bianca started dreaming about what happened next door. She

Imagined the neighbors were at work all day and never home to look after the cat. She imagined
Chopsticks's bowl to be overflowing with kibbles, poured into it just once a week, carelessly.

Blanca's daydreaming was always like this. She would start thinking about something and the next
moment, minutes would have gone by, and she would totally have lost her beanngs. Sometimes she
would snap back to reality and have space travelled, or been at a concert in the park, or even swimming

with sharks in the ocean. Her mother always told her to use her daydreams as Inspiration for her

drawings. Bianca had wanted to be an artist since a young age. When she was very little, she would make

scribbles on everything, always scribbling wherever she could. Now that she was older, she started to

draw her daydreams with some amazing results.

Her creative energy was flowing, and her brain was still, as if in meditation, when she was drawing. After

daydreaming, she would head to her tiny bedroom and lie on the floor listening to the radio, just drawing
for hours, with no breaks-not even to eat. She used colors and pencils and paints, and whatever she

could find. For her it was sheer bliss. She never felt so alive as when she was expressing this creative
Vigor in her.

Chopsticks was a big inspiratioi i to her, aiid siie staded drawing comics wiiere Chopsilcks was the hero
and would iiave to save the neighboring cats from disaster. Sometimes Chopsticks, in the green cape sne
designed for him, would have to rescue some young kittens from a burning building, or even a female cat
that got stuck up in a tree. She took Chopsticks on these crazy adventures that she drew stories of, and

that was her favorite thing to do in the whole world.

"I wonder what will be your next adventure, Chopsticks?" said Bianca.

The cat just purred as he ate his pieces of chicken from the saucer Bianca had put down for him. She was
thinking how Chopsticks could be happy from getting just a tidbit of chicken, and how he looked totally
satisfied.

Bianca poured some milk and cereal into a bowl for herself. She had waited for too long now; her family
was obviously still sleeping with no intention of getting up so early. She pulled out some paper and started
drawing with colored pencils. She started dreaming up a whole new storyline for Chopsticks. First she was
going to give him a brand new suit, not just a cape.

Chopsticks suddenly became Captain Chopsticks in Blanca's drawings, and she filled pages and pages of
him flying ail over the world, helping fellow cats. Bianca laughed out loud as she drew some booties for

Captain Chopsticks-she had decided a superhero cat needed to have protection for his little paws. She
made them silvery and shiny; leather boots that looked like they could propel the cat into the space age, or
at least up to the moon.

Captain Chopsticks was on the Great Wall of China helping cats stuck out in the rain, and he was in
Australia running next to kangaroos to bring home a litter of kittens. The hero was all around the globe,
even in the Amazon, saving a bunch of adventure-seeking cats stuck on a little canoe. And so the
KeadWorks.org • © 2013 ReadWoDcs®, Inc. At! rights reserved.
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drawings went on. Bianca had endless ideas, and they just came to her as she was sitting in the brightly lit l

kitchen.

Bianca started to question whether she would like to live a similar life, like Captain Chopsticks, and travel

the world saving people. And that led her to the next daydream of her in a superhero suit flying across the

world saving people in distress.

"That's a funny image, Chopsticks-me, in a tight pink Lycra suit!" Bianca laughed.

But Chopsticks Just licked his paws and stared at her. He stopped for a moment as if to laugh with her, but

he didn't in the end. He just continued to lick himself dean.

"Well thanks for the comments, Chopsticks," Bianca said to the cat.

"Who are you talking to?" Blanca's father said, suddenly.

Oh, no oPiG. I was just drawiny," said Biarica.

Chopsticks quickly jumped out the window and made himself scarce. He knew that Bianca might adore

him. but the rest of the family not as much. Bianca finished her ccrcal, and kept drawing as har father

peered over her shoulder looking at her work.

"! can't believe how arnazing your drawings are, nvy yirl," he said.

"Than'K you," Sianca replied.

"Where do you get the inspiration for this Captain Chopsticks? He looks like a real action hero star," he

said.

"Oh you know, from cats stuck in memory," Bianca said with a little smile.

The family suddenly all came down, and Bianca moved her drawings aside to spend time with everyone.

Coffee and croissants were going around the table as everyone laughed and chatted about the perfect

weekend ahead. Bianca listened for a second, but almost immediately went back into her daydream.

ReadWorks.org • © 2013 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



ReadMiittiks' Cats Can Save the Day - Comprehension Questions

Name: Date:

1. What is Chopsticks?

A. Chopsticks is a kangaroo in Australia.

B. Chopsticks is a cat that visits Bianca.

C. Chopsticks is a cat that lives with Granny Da Silva.

D. Chopsticks is a kitten in a burning building.

2. When in the story does Bianca daydream?

A. in the beginning of the story ONLY

B. in the middle of the story ONLY

C. in the beginning and end of the story ONLY

D. in the beginning, middle, and end of the story

3. Bianca daydreams a lot.

What evidence from the passage supports this statement?

A. Bianca daydreams about what happens next door and dreams up a new storyline for
Chopsticks.

B. Bianca cannot believe her eyes when she sees how big Granny Da Silva's cats are.

C. Bianca's sister, mother, and father are allergic to cats, so her family does not have
any cats.

D. After Chopsticks arrives, Bianca jumps up from her chair and opens the fridge to grab
some chicken for the cat.

4. What might be one reason that Bianca's drawings are amazing?

A. She loves the opportunity to pat Chopsticks.

B. She is waiting for her family to come down for breakfast.

C. She has drawn a lot ever since she was little.

D. She visited her grandmother in Portugal last summer.

ReadWorks.org - (Si 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. Ail nghts reserved.
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Name Subtracting fractipns with
unlike denominators

a

The Search for the Difference
Subtract. Reduce to lowest terms. Find each answer In the puzzle. The answers will
go up, down, forward, backward, and diagonally.
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Name:

Writing Situation;

Dote:

Many people fiave strong feelings about wtiether or
not students shiould be required to wear school uniforms.

Your school board is currently considering whether to
implement a school uniform policy at your school, and they

are requesting input from teachers, parents, and students.

Writing Directions:
j

Decide whether you think yoiji/r school should implement a school
uniform policy. Wnte a Istterto the schco! beard explaining your position on
school uniforms. Give specific reasons, details, and examples to support your
opinion.

Planning:

Hook (Getting Audience's Attention):

Thesis Statement (Your Opinion):

Reasons:

1. _

2. _

Topic Sentences = Thesis + Reason (Start each body paragraph with a topic

sentence.)



The Four Hemispheres ^
Us^. -Hfi Kto^ iA S:ijL csT pxg-C ^ ^

1. The equator divides the Earth into which two hemispheres?

2. The prime meridian helps to, divide the Earth into which two hemispheres?

1. Does the Eastern or Western Hemisphere Ipiclude more continents?

2. is AustraHa part of the Northern and Western Hemispheres, or the
Sbuthein and Eaaiem Hemispheres?

1. Which hemisphere includes the North Pole and the Arctic Ocean area?

2. On which continent and in which hemisphere Is the South Pole located?

Daily Geography Proclice • EMC 3714 • © EvarvMoor Corp.



The Four Hemispheres
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The eq,uator divides the Earth into the Northern and Southern
Hemispheres. The prime meridian helps to divide the Earth into
the Eastern and Western Hemispheres. The Eastern Hemisphere
includes Africa, Asia, AustraiiOi and Europe. The Western
Hemisphere includes North America and South America.

EvoivMoor Corp. • EMC 3714 • Daily Geography Practice
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rQK Gold Rush Graphic Organizer

BrainPOP

5 Ws Chart

Fill in the chart with details about the first gold rush.

c 1999-3020 BrainPOP. All rights rPMfvM.
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Day 8 - 5th Grade NTI Assignment

Nome:

Questions or concerns please contact your homeroom teacher between the following hours:
9:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

Ms. Cowles megan.cowles@fayette.kyschools.us 859 - 474 - 0391

Ms. Dclton brooke.dalton@fayette.kyschool.us 304-228-1765

Ms. Pottisson jennifer.pattisson@fayette.kyschools.us 859-552-4645

□

□

□

□

□

Choose one ossignment (Option A or B) for Reoding, Moth, Writing, Sociol
Studies ond AHPLs.
You must hove o totol of 90 minutes doily consisting of

□ 20 minutes Reoding, Moth, Writing, Science/Sociol Studies
□ 30 minutes AHPLs

Circle the option you select eoch doy
Porent signoture required ot the bottom once oil the work hos been completed
Online users will only retum this signed cover poge
Puckei workers need io return corripleled woik wilh Ihe sigried cover puye

Reading maih Writing Social Studies AHFL

STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD
RI5.2: Analyze how the
centra! ideas are reflected in
a text, and cite relevant
implicit and explicit evidence
i'j suppori ihinkirig.

5.NBT.B.7: Add, subtract,
multiply, and divide
decimals/fractians ta
hundredths, using cancrete
rrcdeis or diuwlrrgj a:so"
strotegies based an place
value, praperties of
opercticrsi, c::d /-jrt'r.s
relatianship between
additian and subtractian.

5.W.1-3: Write apinian pieces,
infarmative pieces, ar
narratives an tapics ar texts,
supparting a paint af view
■A'iih rocsoris Iriforniotior:

SS-5-G-U-1 Students will
understand that the use af
geagraphic taals and mental
maps help interpret
irsfcrrrsaiiurs, jnd'-TSia.'id end
analyze patterns, spatial
data, and geagraphic issues

Variaus standards per AHPL

Option A: Option A; Option A: Option A: Option A:
Read and answer
questions on the
passage "Honey to the
Bee"

Complete 'Planet
Fractions' worksheet

Complete 'Exotic
Animals' On-Demand.
Your writing needs to
be in on article format
that is 3-5 paragraphs
long.

Complete
"Lines of Latitude and
Longitude" front and
back

Choose 1 activity on
fhe Special Area Chart
to complete. When
completed, coss out
that block and have
your parent sign it.

Option B: Option B: Option B: Option B: Option B:
Complete 30 minutes
on "Imagine Leaming"
for reading.

Complete 30 minutes
on "NTI Successmoker"
moth.

fype writing response in
a Google Doc and
share it with your
teacher. Label writing:
Name - NTI Day 8

Watch video "Gold
Rush" on Broinpop and
complete worksheet

For F.E., refer to the
bock of the Special
Area Chart far further
instructions.

Please sign on the line below when your child has completed the work for
today.
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Day 8 - 5th Grade NTI Assignment

Nome:

Questions or concerns please contact your homeroom teacher between the following hours:
9:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

Ms. Cowles megan,cowles@fayette.kyschools.us 859 - 474 - 0391

Ms. Dalton brooke.daltonOfayette.kyschooi.us 304-228-1765

Ms. Pattisson jennifer.pattisson@fayette.l<yschools.us 859 - 552 - 4645

Parent Guardian Signature
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ReadWoiks* Honey to the Bee

Honey to the Bee
by ReadWorks

Htl

Bees are flying insects that feed on nectar and pollen. They are usually yellow and black and

covered in fuzzy hair that makes collecting pollen easier. A bee's body is similar to that of
other insects-tor instance, an ant-with three major sections: the head, the middle section

called the thorax, and the last section called the abdomen. The head of a bee has five eyes

for seeing and two antennae for touching and smelling. Two sets of wings and three sets of

legs can be found on a bee's thorax. Depending on the type of bee, the last set of legs might

have little sacs that store the pollen that the bee has collected from flowers. Many types of
bees have stingers. The bee stinger is the most feared part of a bee, and for good reason.

Filled with poison, the stinger is a bee's protection from danger. The stingers are around 12

millimeters long. There are over 20,000 known bee species in the world. The best known is

probably the honeybee.

Honeybees live in beehives, which have a distinct order that helps things run smoothly. At the
bottom of the totem pole are the workers. Workers are young female bees. Some of their

main duties include going out to find food (nectar and pollen), building the hive, and keeping it
clean. Honeybees will travel up to eight miles if necessary to find nectar and pollen to bring

ReadWofks.org • ©2013 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



Readlftttlcs' Honey to the Bee
back to the hive. Worker bees are actually the only bees that ever do any stinging. When this
does happen, it Is usually because they are trying to protect their hive from harm. A bee rarely
stings when it is away from the hive, but it might sting if it senses danger. The lifespan of a
worker bee is anywhere from 4 to 9 months.

The queen honeybee is the biggest bee in the hive. There is usually only one per hive, and

her job is to grow the family by laying eggs that will become the next generation of

honeybees. She lays over a thousand eggs per day and can live anywhere from 3 to 5 years.
When the time comes for a new queen to take over, some larvae are placed in special

chambers to grow queen bees. These larvae are fattened up with royal jelly, a nutritious
substance that worker bees secrete. It usually takes about two weeks for a female larva to

grow into a queen bee. The first female bee to become a queen bee kills the other potential

queen bees.

Male honeybees are called drones. They don't have stingers, and they don't collect nectar or

pollen. Their only purpose is to mate with the queen. Several hundred drones can live in a

hive at one time. As the winter months approach, the males are kicked out of the hive in order

to make it easier for the queen and her workers to survive. Food needs to be saved as there

are fewer flowers to collect pollen and nectar from. Less food moans the drones are the first

ones io go!

ReadWorks.org - ©2013 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Name: Date:

1. What Is a bee?

A. an insect that lives near water and eats fish

B. a red-and-black insect that lives under the ground

C. a flying insect that collects nectar and pollen

D. a crawling insect with two sets of legs and no wings

2. What does this passage describe?

A. wings, legs, mouths, and trees

B. totem poles and winter weather

C. different honeybees in a beehive

D. poison and measurement

3. Different bees in a hive have different duties.

What evidence from the passage supports this statement?

A. Worker bees gather food; the queen bee lays eggs.

B. Bee stingers are about 12 millimeters long.

C. Bees have two sets of wings and three sets of legs.

D. The honeybee is probably the best known bee species.

4. Which bees are probably the least important bees in a beehive?

A. worker bees

B. the queen bee

C. female bees

D. drones

5. What is this passage mainly about?

A. honeybees

B. the bodies of bees

C. different types of insects

D. antennae and wings

ReadWorks.org • © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All righls reserved.



ReadWbiks' Honey to the Bee - Comprehension Questions

6. Read the following sentences: "There are over 20,000 known bee species in the

world. The best known is probably the honeybee."

What does the word "species" mean in the sentences above?

A. colors or shades

B. orders or levels

C. kinds or types

D. duties or jobs

7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below.

There Is less food available for the honeybees in the hive during the winter; ,

the drones are kicked out.

A. never

B. even though

0. including

ID. coriS6C|u0ntly

8. What does a bee look like, according to the passage?

9. What are the main duties of worker bees?

ReadWorKs.org ■ ® 2020 ReadWorlcs®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Math WTI

Q  Adding fractions with
unlike denominators

Planet Fractions
Fractions must have a common denominator in order to be added together.

Add. Reduce to lowest terms.
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Name:

On Demand Prompt

Situation: In many states it is illegal to own big cats, bears, certain monkeys, and
I other wild animals. Some people are not wild about the idea of people owning
. exotic animals because the animals could harm their owners or other people.
1 There are also other people who think it should be okay for people to own exotic
^ animals. Many of these people believe the extreme animal behavior stems from
bad owners and not the animals. They argue that these animals make great

j companions when given the proper love and care.

j Task: How do you feel about people in the United States being allowed to own
I exotic animals? Write an arricie expressing your opinion about this issue. Your
^ article will be published in the local newspaper for your town. Suppoi tyour
opinion with reasons and examples.

'■ •:



Social SWies
Lines of Latitude & Longitude
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Lines of Latitude,
or Pornllels

Lines of Longitude,

ILATITUDE

ILATFTUDE

Here are two tricks to
help you remember lines
of latitude and longitude:

ILATITUI

Lines of /at/fude, which
sounds like "ladder," lie
like the rungs of a ladder.

^on-Moor Corp. • EMC 3714 • Doily Geography Practice

Lines of longitude are "long
and all run from the North
Pole to the South Pole.
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Lines of Latitude and Longitude
' , -\ic iNMip csaHK/L bacL bf-VK'S pctg-c

1. What is another name for the lines of latitude?

2. What is another name for the lines of longitude?

1. What is the name of the parallei that is located at 0° latitude?

2. What is the name of the meridian that is located at 0° longitude? f

1. Do the lines of latitude measure the distance north and south, or east and
west, on a globe?

2. Do the lines of longitude measure the distance north and south, or east
and west, on a globe?

Daily Geography Procfice • EMC 3714 • © EvaivMoor Corp*
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Gold Rush Worksheet

Journal Entry

You're a 49er who's just arrived in California. Write down which of the three major routes you took. Describe your journey in the

space below, including the main stops along the way.

Journey:

Think About it

List three ways a person could have profited from the Gold Rush without finding a single nugget of gold.

1999-2020 BrainPOP. All rfohts raMlvad.
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Day 9 - 5th Grade NTI Assignment

Nome:

Questions or concerns please contact your homeroom teacher between the following hours:
9:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

Ms. Cowles megan.cowles@fayette.kyschools.us 859 - 474 - 0391

Ms. Dalton brooke.dalton@fayette.kyschool.us 304-228- 1765

Ms. Pattisson iennifer.pattisson@fayette.kyschools.us 859 - 552 - 4645

□

□

□

□

Choose one ossignment (Option A or B) for Reoding, Moth, Writing, Sociol
Studies ond AHPLs.
You must hove o totol of 90 minutes doily consisting of

□ 20 minutes Reoding, Moth, Writing, Science/Sociol Studies
□ 30 minutes AHPLs

Circle the option you select each doy
PorenT signoture required ot rne bottom once oil tne work hos been completed
Online users will only return this signed cover poge
Pocket workers need to return completed work with the signed cover poge

Reading Math Writing Social Studies AHPL

STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD
RIS.2: Analyze how the
central ideas are reflected in
a text, and cite relevant
implicit and explicit evidence
iosuppuii liiii'ikirig.

5.NBT.B.6: Divide up to
four-digit dividends by
two-digit divisors. Illustrate
and explain the calculation
by using eguUilutiS,
rectangular arrays and or
area models

5.W.1-3: Write opinion pieces,
informative pieces, or
narratives on topics or texts,
supporting a point of view
wiiit leosoiis ofid irifoiitioiiOfi

SS-5-G-U-1 Students will
understand that the use of
geographic tools and mental
maps help interpret
inroirnuiiun, undeisiond oitd
analyze patterns, spatial
data, and geographic issues

Various standards per AHPL

Option A: Option A: Option A: Option A: Option A:
Read end answer
questions on the
passcjye "Wulk !he
Plonk"

Complete 'Using Area
Model and Partial
Quolietils lo Divide'
worksheet

Complete 'Fighting
with Friends'
Gr i-DerfiOfid. Your
writing needs to be in
CJi'i essay fOimOi thol is
3-5 paragraphs long.

Complete
"A Physical Map:
Washington" front and
back

Choose 1 activity on
the Special Area Chart
to complete. When
completed, cross out
that block and have
your parent sign it.

Option B: Option B: Option B: Option B: Option B:
Complete 30 minutes
on "Imagine Learning"
for reading.

Complete 30 minutes
on "NTI Successmoker"
moth.

Type writing response in
0 Google Doc and
share it with your
teacher. Label writing:
Name - NTI Day 9

Watch video "Gold
Rush" on Broinpop and
complete quiz

For P.E., refer to the
bock of the Special
Area Chart for further
instructions.

Please sign on the line below when your child has completed the work for
today.

Parent Guardian Signature
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ReadWor]^' Walk the Plank!

Walk the Plank!
by W.M. Akers

Walking the plank is not a fun thing to do. Here's how it works. A pirate sticks a long piece of
wood off the side of his ship and makes you stand at one end. He puts his sword at your back

and bellows, "Wallillk the plank!" You walk across the plank toward the water. When you run

out of plank, you fall in the water. Probably there are sharks down there. The ship sails away,
and that's the end of you.

The thing is, pirates never really made anyone walk the plank. This may surprise you, since

it's in a lot of movies and TV shows. It's a nasty thing to do, and pirates were pretty nasty, so
it seems like something they would do. But in fact walking the plank was imagined by Robert

Louis Stevenson, a 19th-century novelist, whose most famous book is Treasure Island. A

fictional pirate like Long John Silver might make you walk the plank, but a real-life pirate never
would.

That is what was going through Tommy's mind as he stood on the end of the plank staring out
at his doom. His best friend Jack stood behind him. Tommy felt the point of Jack's wooden

sword digging into his back.

"I said, wallillk the plank!" shouted Jack.

"The thing is," said Tommy, "pirates never really made people walk the plank. That was
invented by Robert Louis Stevenson, who-"

"I'm a pirate! Do you think I care about books?"

They were standing on the edge of Jack's tree house, which had a lot of uses. Sometimes it
was a submarine. Sometimes it was a spaceship. Sometimes it was just a tree house. That
afternoon, it was serving as a pirate ship. They had been pirates all afternoon, and everything

was going fine until Tommy made the mistake of criticizing his captain. Jack was always the

ReadWorks.org - © 2015 ReadWorks®. Inc. All right,^ rosetved.



ReadWblks' Walk me PlanW

captain, since this was his tree house. And Captain Jack's number one rule was that the crew

must never question his orders.

So when the Captain ordered his first mate to hand over three chocolate chip cookies, Tommy

was supposed to do so without complaint. But chocolate chip cookies were his favorite. He'd

suffered through a whole boring bologna sandwich to get to them, and now that he was

finished, Jack wanted to take them away. Tommy didn't care who was the captain. He stuffed

all three cookies into his mouth and chewed as fast as he could. And so Captain Jack

sentenced him to walk the plank.

"I'm getting tired of waiting. Mister Tommy. Walllllk the plank!"

Tommy looked at the ground. They had jumped out of the tree house tons of times, but it was

easy when you had a running start. It would be harder to just walk into thin air. He could see

why Robert Louis Stevenson thought this would be a scary thing. There was no way out.

Unless...what would a pirate do?

Tommy didn't hesitate. He spun around as fast as he could and kicked his leg into the air.

Jack's sword went flying, and before Jack knew what had happened. Tommy leapt onto the

sword. He popped up and pointed it at Jack's back.

"Yaaargh!"

"What are you doing?" whined Jack.

"This is a mutiny! I'm the captain now. And I say that you have to walllllk the plank!"

ReadWorks.org • @2015 Read Works®, Inc. Ail rights reserved.
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Name: Date:

1. What were Jack and Tommy pretending the tree house was?

A. a submarine

B. an island

C. a spaceship

D. a pirate ship

2. What is the main conflict in this story?

A. Jack wants Tommy to walk the plank, but Tommy does not want to.

B. Jack wants to eat all the cookies, but Tommy wants to share them.

C. Tommy wants to stop pretending to be pirates, but Jack does not want to.

D. Tommy wants Jack to let him be Captain, but Jack does not want to.

3. Read these sentences from the text.

So when the Captain ordered his first mate to hand over three chocolate chip cookies,

Tommy was supposed to do so without complaint. But chocolate chip cookies were his

favorite. He'd suffered through a whole boring bologna sandwich to get to them, and

now that he was finished. Jack wanted to take them away. Tommy didn't care who was

the captain. He stuffed all three cookies into his mouth and chewed as fast as he could.

Based on this evidence, what conclusion can you draw about how Tommy felt?

A. Tommy felt a little sad, but thought Captain Jack was being fair.

B. Tommy felt annoyed and thought Captain Jack's order was unfair.

C. Tommy felt calm, but thought Captain Jack's order was unfair.

D. Tommy felt neutral and did not mind that Captain Jack wanted the cookies.

ReadWorKs.org • © 2020 ReadWorKs®, Inc. All rights reserved.



ReadWorks' Walk tfie Plank! - Comprehension Questions

4. Tommy is afraid to walk the plank. What evidence from the text best supports this

conclusion?

A. "You walk across the plank toward the water. When you run out of plank, you fall in
the water."

B. "Tommy didn't hesitate. He spun around as fast as he could and kicked his leg into the
air."

C. "[Tommy] could see why Robert Louis Stevenson thought [walking the plank] would
be a scary thing."

D. "A fictional pirate like Long John Silver might make you walk the plank, but a real-life
pirate never would."

5. What is the main idea of this story?

A. While playing pirates, Jack orders Tommy to give him three chocolate chip cookies.

B. While pretending they are pirates, Jack orders Tommy to walk the plank, but Tommy
finds a way out.

C. Jack and Tommy enjoy playing pretend in Jack's tree house.

D. Although walking the plank is common in movies and TV shows, real pirates would
not make someone walk the plank.

6. Read these sentences from the text.

So when the Captain ordered his first mate to hand over three chocolate chip cookies,

Tommy was supposed to do so without complaint. But chocolate chip cookies were his

favorite. He'd suffered through a whole boring bologna sandwich to get to them, and

now that he was finished. Jack wanted to take them away. Tommy didn't care who was

the captain. He stuffed all three cookies into his mouth and chewed as fast as he could.

And so Captain Jack sentenced him to walk the plank.

Tm getting tired of waiting, Mister Tommy. Walllllk the plankl'

As used in this context, what does the word "sentence" mean?

A. a complete unit in language

B. to order a punishment

C. a kind suggestion

D. to help or assist

ReadWorks.org - © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. Ail rights reserved.
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Using Area Models and
Partial Quotients to Divide

Name:

. Circle all the problems that will have quotients greater than 30.
Then find the exact quotients of only the problems you circled.

540 - 12 798 38 429 H- 11

931 -i- 19 925 ̂  25 a 390 15

1,071 ̂  51 □ 1,326 - 13 □ 1,856 32

0) 2,952 72 D 1,869^89 B 1,798 H- 29

IS Select a problem you did not circle. Describe two different ways you could use estimation to tell
the quotient is not greater than 30.

© 2020 Curriculum Associates, LLC. All rights reserved.



Fighting with Friends

Let's write a personal essay! "Many people think that if they get in a fight with

friends, it's okay to stay angry with them." Think about whether or not you agree with

the statement. Write your opinion about this big idea. Think of stories from your life that

you can use to support your opinion. Use everything you know about good writing, a

piece that shows your best work. Write 3-5 paragraphs in essay format.

*Essay format typically has three parts including introduction, body, and conclusion.
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A Physical Map: Washington
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g^ashington is called The Evergreen
State" because more than one-half of it

^covered by forests. Washington Is bordered
I the Pacific Ocean and has several bays,
^bors, straits, and the famous Puget Sound.
.  ip® tfom all over the world dock at the portsl^ch as Seattle and Olympia on the Puget

I ound. Washington has one of the longest
k^^rs in the United Slates—the Columbia
River.

Washington also has two famous volcanic
mountains—Mt. Rainier and Mt St. Helens.
Mount Rainier is the highest point in the state,
rising 14.410 feet (4,392 rn). It remains an
inactive volcano, but Mt. St. Helens is an
active volcano that ^
erupted violently
in 1980 and has
had several smaller
eruptions since then. \\~' '
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A Physical Map: Washington

^ USf "Hoi fvka^ o9
1. A physical map shows landforms and waterways. Name four kinds of

waterways that are iabeled on the map.

.

2. A mountain range is a chain of mountains. Name a volcanic mountain in

the Cascade Range,

1. What Is the longest river in Washington?

2. Name a river that flows into the Columbia River.

I,v

1. Which volcanic mountain erupted in 1980?

2. Name all states and countries that border Washington

Doily Geography Procticc • EMC 37 M •
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Gold Rush Quiz

1. What was "gold fever?"

a. A disease caused by exposure to radioactive gold.

b. A sudden rise in gold prices caused by the discovery

of gold in California.

c. A mental illness that caused people to mistake

worthless metals for gold.

d. The desire to get rich quick by acquiring California

gold.

2. Which of the following people was most likely to be

a "49er?"

a. A 50-year-old man who was a college professor of

geology.

b. A 30-year-old female farmer from Oklahoma.

c. A 40-year-old man who was born and raised in

California gold country.

d. A 20-year-old farmer from [Missouri.

3. Place the following events in sequence: A) Gold is

discovered in Callfornfa; California becomes a

state; C) The Alaska gold rush begins

a. A, b, C

b. B, A, C
^ ^ r> A

O. O, U, M

d. A. C. B

6. Which of the following California towns most likely

began as a gold rush town?

a. Santa Rosa

b. Red Dog

c. Fullerton

d. Pasadena

7. You were most likely to strike It rich In the

California Gold Rush If you:

a. Got to California very quickly after gold had been

discovered

b. Used devices like the long torn and the cradle
c. Avoided mining camps

d. Took the sea route to California instead of the land

8. If you wanted to go from New York to California by

ship, you would:

a. Travel through the Panama Canal

b. Bali tiorifiwaid iu Lhe ArcLic Ocean, head west, and

then go south past Alaska
c. Sail through the Great Lakes, and then travel west

along the Missouri River

u. Sail south all the Way arOuHu the tip Of SOuth

America, and then go north again

4. If you W9n*ed to pan for gold, where would you go? 9. Which wo'"d best describes miolog cerops?

10. Why did the gold rush end?

a. California passed a law against gold prospecting.

b. Most of the land in California was bought up by

fortune-seekers.

c. All the easy-to-find gold was quickly taken.

d. The Civil War broke out. and prospectors had to go

and fight.

5. What can you infer about California from the

Information presented In the movie?

a. Before 1849, its capital city was San Francisco

b. Before 1849, relatively few people lived there

c. Before 1849, it was impossible to reach by land or

sea

d. Before 1849, it had a reputation for being lawless and

violent
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Day 10 - 5th Grade NTI Assignment

Nome:

Questions or concerns please contact your homeroom teacher between the following hours:
9:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. -4:00 p.m.

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

Ms, Cowles megon.cowles@foyette.kyschools.us 859-474-0391

Ms. Dolton brooke.dolton@foyette.kyschool.us 304-228- 1765

Ms. Pottisson jennifer.pottissonOfoyette.kyschools.us 859 - 552 - 4645

□ Choose one assignment (Option A or B) for Reading, Math, Writing, Social
Studies and AHPLs.

□ You must have a total of 90 minutes doily consisting of
□ 20 minutes Reading. Math, Writing, Science/Social Studies
□ 30 minutes AHPLs

□ Circle the option you select each day
Li Parent signature required or the oonom once ail the work has been completed
□ Online users will only return this signed cover page
O Pucket workers need to rel"urn cori'ipleled work wiili Ihe sigi ied cover poge

Reading fnai'n Writing Social Studies AHPL
STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD
RI5.4: Determine the meaning
of words and phroses os they
ore used In o text, including
but not limited to oliusions
rvi.''!d Ciiiu
onolyze how those words
ond phroses shope meaning

5.NB1.B.7: Add. subtroct,
multiply, and divide
decimois/froctions to
hundredths, using concrete
'"nvd-irli Oi ■J^l".ri:":gb OffJ
strotegies bosed on place
value, properties of

C'f'tl /or
relotionship between
addition and subtraction.

5.W.1-3: Write opinion pieces,
informative pieces, or
norrotives on topics or texts,
supporting a point of view
wiih reOiCnS -Jr id iMfciFfiOtiC!":

SS-5-G-U-1 Students will
understand that the use of
geographic tools and mental
maps help interpret
:l:?C-irTiC:licri, •-•:idJ:Siur:C: ors-J
analyze pattems, spatial
data, and geographic issues

Various standards per AHPL

Obtion A: Obtion A: Obtion A: Option A: Option A:
Read and answer
questions on the
passage "Ready for a
Powwow"

Complete 'Reducing
Riddle' worksheet

Complete 'National
Teacher Week'
On-Demand. Your
writing needs to be in
on article format that is
3-5 sentences long.

Complete
"Supply nntj Demand"
front and back

Choose 1 activity on
the Specinl Area Chort
to complete. When
completed, cross out
that block and have
your parent sign it.

Option B: Option B: Option B: Option B: Option B:
Complete 30 minutes
on "Imagine Learning"
for reading

Complete 30 minutes
on "NTI Successmoker"
math

Type writing response in
a Google Doc and
share it with your
teacher. Label writing:
Name - NTI Day 10

Watch video
"Westward Expansion"
on Brainpop and
complete graphic
organizer

For P.E.. refer to the
back of the Special
Area Chart for further
instructions.

Please sign on the line below when your child hos completed the work
todoy.

or

Porent Guordion Signoture
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ReadWbrks' Ready for a Powwow

Ready for a Powwow
Hfl m to

Don Heinv for Weekly Reader

Nantai wears special Native American clothes at the powwow.

The Quabbin Lake Singers are in tune with their culture. The group sings at powwows, or
gatherings, to celebrate their Native AmGrican traditions. IVesA'/y /xescfarwas invited to a
powwow in Connedicut where the singers recently performed.

In the past, powwows were religious ceremonies for Native Americans. Today, they are joyful,
festive events that honor Native American life.

The Quabbin Lake Singers are all members of the Mann family. They are part of the Historical
Nipmuc tribe in Massachusetts. Nipmuc means "freshwater people." The family includes three
brothers; Sahyeed, 9; Nantai, 8; and Anoki, 7. Along with their parents, the boys sing at
nnvV\A/n,ws in fho Matjv9 A.meriCSn 13 nguago of Mipmc^

During the summer and on school vacations, the family travels around the United States and

Canada. They combine old customs with new ones. The family performs ancient Native
American songs and writes their own music. "Not only are we having fun," their dad told
Weekly Reader, "but we're keeping our culture alive."

•  i.iAnnn ReacJWofKs.orgCopyright© 2009 Weekly Reader Corporation. All rights reserved. Used by permission. Weekly Reader is a registered trademark of WeekJy Reader Cnrpcration.



RKdWinks' Ready for a Powwow - Comprehension Questions

Name: Date:

1. Who are the Quabbin Lake Singers?

A. two children who sing instead of going to school

B. Native Americans who are part of a historic tribe in South Dakota

C. members of a family who sing at powwows

D. a family that lives in Canada but visits the United States during the summer

2. What does this passage describe?

A. This passage describes the history of the Nipmuc Tribe In Massachusetts.

B. This passage describes the Quabbin Lake Singers and powwows.

0. This passage describes the mother of Sahyeed, Nantal, and Anoki Mann.

D. This passage describes the dancing that takes place at powwows in Connecticut.

3. The Quabbin Lake Singers keep their Nipmuc culture alive by performing songs.

What evidence from the passage supports this statement?

A. The Quabbin Lake Singers are all members of the Mann family, which includes three
brothers.

B. The Quabbin Lake Singers are all members of the Historical Nipmuc Tribe in
Massachusetts.

0. The songs performed by the Quabbin Lake Singers are in the Native American
language of Nipmuc.

D. During the summer and on school vacations, the Quabbin Lake Singers travel around
the United

States and Canada.

4. Based on the passage, how important are songs to Native American life and culture?

A. very important

B. slightly important

C. not important

D. less important than they used to be

ReadWorKs.org ■ © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. Atl rights reserved.
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Reducing Riddle

o, , ,«
WTX .IC

Reducing fractions
to lowest terms

Reduce each fraction to lowest terms.
Then use the. code to answer the
riddle below.

o, ̂
4

A. J[0
15

16

H. 4

"To

S. 4

14

B, 2^
32

12

i>- _1CL
100

A
28

P.

16

R, ̂
8

L. ̂
18

Why was the math teacher crying?

8 10 11

B 12 14 1 16 8  B

On another piece of paper, write a fraction and reduce it to lowest terms. Using a
small colored square piece of paper, covor Up one of the numbers on either side of the

^ equation. Have a friend figure out what the covered number-is.

16 Scholastic Success With Fractions • Grade 4



Name:

Supply and Demand

Supply is the amount of goods available at a given time. If there is
a lot of something available for sale, the supply is high. If there
isn't enough of something available for sole, there is a scarcity.

Demand is how many people want the goods thot ore available.
If many people want the goods available, there is high demand.
If there aren't many people who want the goods available,
there is a low demand.

Jim and Kate own a farm. They have twenty hens that
produce eggs. Jim and Kate sell the eggs to supermarkets
across the state.

1, In April, mony people wanted to buy eggs for Easter.
Wgs the ucriIlOnd for eggs liigl'ier Of lowei ihan norrTial? 1,

2. In June, six of Jim and Kate's hens were sick and could

not lay eggs. VVos the supply of eggs higher or lower itiun
normal?,

3. In August, Jim and Kate bought ten more hens. Did this
cause the supply of eggs to go up or down? 3.

4. October was national pancake month. Because of this,
many people stopped buying eggs. Did this cause the
demand to go up or down? 4.

5. Do you think Jim and Kate like the demand for eggs to be high or low? Explain.

6. if most of the hens stop laying and eggs become scarce, what will probably
happen to the price of eggs? Explain.
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On Demand: Narrate for a Purpose

Situation: National Teacher Appreciation Week is coming soon.
The school newspaper wants to publish articles about teachers who
help inspire their students.

Writing Task: Write an article for the school newspaper telling
about a time when a teacher inspired you.
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Westward Expansion Graphic Organizer ciass:

Brainstorm

Fill in the squares with details about America's westward expansion. You may use the Internet or other resources for more

information.

American Indians

Manifest Destiny Transportation


